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PREFACE 

Two chapters of this dissertation (Chapters 2 and 3) have been published in peer-reviewed 

journals as noted at the start of those chapters. Minor edits to the formatting and wording have 

been made in these chapters to produce a cohesive piece of writing. The organization of this 

dissertation begins with an introduction to the extracellular matrix and an in-depth overview of its 

role in biological tissues. Next, the approaches used to characterize extracellular matrix mechanics 

are reviewed and a more comprehensive thesis overview is presented. Chapter 2 focuses on the 

development of a novel technique to enhance extracellular matrix visualization in embryonic 

tissues without disrupting their integrity. Chapter 3 describes experimental and computational 

methodologies for the quantification of extracellular matrix strain. Chapters 4 and 5 are presented 

as manuscripts currently in preparation, focused on the development of tensile testing systems for 

soft tissues and extracellular matrix networks. Chapter 4 includes a characterization of embryonic 

and postnatal tendon mechanics. This is followed by the investigation of extracellular matrix 

networks in embryonic tissues under tension (Chapter 5). Finally, we conclude this dissertation 

by reflecting on its contributions, as well as providing future directions for the work presented 

(Chapter 6). A complete list of authored journal articles can be found in the Publications section.  
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ABSTRACT 

The extracellular matrix (ECM) plays a significant role in defining the mechanical 

properties of biological tissues. The proteins, proteoglycans, and glycosaminoglycans that 

constitute the ECM are arranged into highly organized structures (e.g. fibrils and networks). 

Cellular behavior is affected by the stiffness of the microenvironment and influenced by the 

composition and organization of the ECM. Mechanosensing of ECM stiffness by cells occurs at 

the fibrillar (mesoscale) level between the single molecule (microscale) and the bulk tissue 

(macroscale) levels. However, the mechanical behavior of ECM proteins at the mesoscale are not 

well defined. Thus, better understanding of the ECM building blocks responsible for functional 

tissue assembly is critical in order to recapitulate in vivo conditions. There is a need for the 

mechanical characterization of the ECM networks formed by proteins synthesized in vivo while in 

their native configuration.  

To address this gap, my goals highlighted in this dissertation were to develop appropriate 

experimental and computational methodologies and investigate the 3D organization and 

mechanical behavior of ECM networks in situ. The ECM of developing mouse tissues was used 

as a model system, taking advantage of the low-density networks present at this stage. First, we 

established a novel decellularization technique that enhanced the visualization of ECM networks 

in soft embryonic tissues. Based on this technique, we then quantified tissue-dependent strain of 

immunostained ECM networks in situ. Next, we developed mesoscale and macroscale testing 

systems to evaluate ECM networks under tension. Our systems were used to investigate tendon 

mechanics as a function of development, calculating tangent moduli from stress - strain plots. 

Similarly, we characterized ECM network deformation while uniaxially loading embryonic tissues, 

since this testing modality is ideal for fibril and network mechanics. Taken together, this 

information can facilitate the fabrication of physiologically relevant scaffolds for regenerative 

medicine by establishing mechanical guidelines for microenvironments facilitate functional tissue 

assembly. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 The extracellular matrix and its role in biological tissues 

The extracellular matrix (ECM) is an intricate network of proteins, proteoglycans, 

glycosaminoglycans, and other macromolecules that surrounds cells in biological tissues. Several 

main functions include providing structural integrity to tissues and regulating cellular behavior 

through biomechanical and biochemical cues during tissue morphogenesis, growth, repair, 

regeneration, and homeostasis1,2. Specifically, the ECM affects cell behavior by defining the 

stiffness of the cellular microenvironment and activating intracellular signaling via binding with 

cell surface receptors3. Cells sense and respond to mechanical loads from physical and soluble 

signals and from cell-to-cell interactions. Through a regulatory feedback mechanism between cells 

and the ECM, cells are able to adapt to their environment and adjust their behavior and gene 

expression according to the rigidity and composition of the ECM1,4–6. Of particular interest is 

mechanotransduction, or cells sensing and responding to mechanical stimuli by converting them 

to biochemical signals. The ECM- integrin (αβ)- cytoskeleton pathway is an important way 

mechanotransduction is transmitted (Fig. 1.1)7,8. Integrins physically connect the actin 

cytoskeleton to the ECM and trasmit bidirectional (i.e. ECM-to-cell, cell-to-ECM) signals across 

the plasma membrane9,10. Altered mechanical stimuli can result in altered gene expression and cell 

properties; influencing cell processes such as differentiation, migration, and proliferation which 

consequently affect tissue formation, homeostasis, or regeneration8,11.  

The local ECM composition and architecture depend on the biomechanical requirements 

of the tissue of interest, as well as the state (e.g. healthy, injured) the tissue is in. For instance, 

during embryogenesis, the ECM provides structural support and mechanical cues to direct global 

tissue movement and organization12. To this end, ECM proteins have both structural and biological 

roles when guiding cell behavior and consequently tissue function. However, the  composition of 

the cellular microenvironment is known to influence its stiffness; therefore, the biochemical and 

mechanical functions of cellular microenvironments are closely intertwined in vivo13. Fibrillar 

proteins (e.g. type I collagen, elastin) provide tissues strength in tension, while space-filling 

molecules  (e.g. hyaluronic acid, aggrecan) provide compressive resistance by creating a hydrated 
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environment14. Other ECM proteins such as fibronectin, tenascin-C, laminins and type VI collagen 

link different macromolecules together and orchestrate assembly15. The primary focus of this 

dissertation resides in proteins that arrange into multimeric organizations and organized 3D 

structures, such as fibrils and networks. Nevertheless, many other molecules, though lower in 

quantity, function as essential components of the ECM in soft tissues. For instance, decorin and 

fibril-associated collagens with interrupted triple helices do not form higher order structures, and 

instead indirectly regulate the stiffness and geometry of different parts of the ECM by mediating 

network assembly16,17. Other components of the extracellular space include growth factors, 

cytokines, and cell adhesion molecules. As a result, the ECM further actively participates in the 

establishment, separation, and maintenance of differentiated tissues by regulating the 

abundance of growth factors, receptors, the level of hydration, and the pH of the local 

environment2,4,6,18,19. Taken together, this indicates that the vast array of ECM proteins present 

in the cellular microenvironment is critical in guiding cellular behavior.  

 

1.1.2 Fibril and Network Forming ECM Molecules 

Fibril and network-forming proteins, such as collagens I, II and III, elastin (ELN), fibrillins, 

and fibronectin, are deposited by cells or recruited from the circulating plasma to help remodel an 

 

Figure 1.1. Schematic representation of cells sensing mechanical stimuli from ECM fibrils in their surroundings via 
the ECM- integrin (αβ)- cytoskeleton path. Adapted from Doyle and Yamada and Lutolf and Hubbell. 
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existing network. Fibrillar ECM are abundant in tendons, ligaments, and cartilage and facilitate 

the effective transmission and absorption of cyclical forces while avoiding tissue injury through 

distinct structural and biomechanical properties2,20,21. The primary role of fibril-forming collagens 

is to provide mechanical strength to tissues, particularly type I collagen. Collagen subunits (α-

chains) assemble as homotrimers or heterotrimers to form triple-helical molecules, conferring 

considerable structural strength2,22. Triple-helical type I collagen units form fibrils that can then 

bundle together to form thick fibers with a given orientation and organization23,24. Fibril diameter 

varies depending on the stage of development, ranging from 12 nm to 500 nm25. For instance, in 

tendons, type I collagen comprises ~95% of the matrix in the adult and is aligned in the direction 

of loading, or the long axis of the tendon26. The hierarchal assembly of collagens in tendon, or 

fibrillogenesis, enables its organization, showing the important relationship between the three-

dimensional protein structure and the function of the resultant ECM22,27. Fibers then group into 

primary fiber bundles or fascicles before gathering to form tertiary fiber bundles (Fig. 1.2)17. 

 

Similar to collagens, the glycoproteins fibrillin-1 and fibrillin-2 (FBN2) also arrange to 

form fibrils and networks, yet these have very different biomechanical and biochemical functions. 

Their biomechanical roles relate to the temporal and hierarchical assembly of elastic fibers and 

microfibrils, serving as a structural template for tropoelastin deposition during elastic fiber 

 

Figure 1.2. Hierarchical structure of tendon from the single type I collagen molecule up to fibrils, fascicles, and 
whole tendon, including the ECM fibrils at the mesoscale (50 nm – 300 µm), and describing the structure of fibril-

associated proteoglycans (from Connizzo et al.). 
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formation28,29. Moreover, they provide critical mechanical anchoring in dynamic connective 

tissues and are found in locations under repeated mechanical stress. Their biological significance 

is further emphasized by their relation to connective tissue disorders30. Mutations in the fibrillin-1 

gene are closely associated with Marfan syndrome31. In contrast, the biochemical roles are 

dependent on the ability of fibrillins to sequester transforming growth factors β and bone 

morphogenetic proteins in the ECM, which can regulate a myriad of cellular activities. Fibrillins 

are able to self-polymerize into filamentous microfibrils with an average diameter of ~10 nm28. 

Microfibrils and elastic fibers  are  polymeric structures that organize according to the mechanical 

demands of specific tissues, such as the strength and direction of forces29,32. For instance, they 

form a loosely organized network in the skin to confer its pliability, whereas in the eye, parallel 

bundles of microfibrils anchor the lens and adjust its thickness by conducting tension from the 

ciliary body, exemplifying that the ECM organization is tissue-specific29,33.  

Fibronectin is another commonly studied fibril and network forming glycoprotein given its 

widespread presence in soft tissues and critical roles. Fibronectin molecules assemble into fibers 

that range in diameter from 10 nm to micrometers in size, with lengths of micrometers25,34. Cells 

can arrange soluble fibronectin into fibers or, alternatively, secrete their own. Both mechanical 

and biochemical factors can induce fibronectin expression34–36. Once assembled, the fibronectin 

matrix impacts tissue organization by affecting the assembly of other ECM proteins. For example, 

fibronectin is essential to the process of collagen matrix deposition37. It also functions as a lubricant 

for shear, as a medium for force transmission, and can simultaneously interact with other 

fibronectin molecules, ECM proteins, and cell surface receptors27,38,39. By facilitating interactions 

with other ECM proteins, cell signaling, and sequestering and releasing molecules that affect the 

overall tissue organization, fibronectin influences the mechanical behavior of the 

microenvironment40,41. Fibronectin is of particular importance in wound healing and 

embryogenesis; thus, characterizing its behavior and organization while in biological tissues is 

critical in further understanding of these processes37.  

1.1.3 ECM organization and mechanics 

As previous sections explained, both ECM composition and 3D organization are critical 

for proper cell behavior and tissue function, contributing to the intricacy of the cellular 

microenvironment. Cells not only detect the composition and stiffness of the ECM but are also 
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influenced by its architecture, which is both tissue-specific and heterogeneous42. The complexity 

of the cellular microenvironment is tied to the myriad of biological needs it supports in tissues 

through their structural and biochemical properties2. The 3D architecture of specific ECM proteins 

depends on their primary function in a given tissue. For example, FBN2 and type I collagen are 

organized differently when found in developing skin versus developing tendon (Fig. 1.3). Both 

type I collagen and FBN2 fibers are highly aligned in the direction of load in tendon; while in skin 

they form a network arranged to handle biaxial loading. Additionally, the microenvironment is 

highly dynamic during tissue formation, both during embryonic development and healing and 

regeneration. For instance, proteomic analysis of developing murine cartilage reveals significant 

changes in composition as a function of development and an increase in ECM-related proteins 

between embryonic and postnatal timepoints43. Significant changes in ECM composition likely 

impact the mechanics of this system. Similarly, in the study of cardiac development, Hanson et al., 

quantified significant differences in ECM composition depending on both location along the 

murine left ventricle and the developmental timepoint from fluorescent antibody-labeled sections 

of embryonic and postnatal tissues. As sophisticated mass spectrometry and metabolic labeling 

techniques are developed, the dynamics of the ECM and changes according to the critical processes 

of any given developmental stage increase in understanding44. These studies highlight the 

importance of ECM composition and spatial distribution for proper tissue formation.  

Based on the instructive power of the ECM, through the regulation of signaling and cell 

differentiation, researchers and tissue engineers seek to recapitulate native microenvironments to 

fabricate physiologically relevant tissues2,45,46. Tissue engineering strives to replicate functional 

tissues in order to replace those damaged or lost, oftentimes through a supportive scaffold that 

serves as a guiding structure for the deposition and remodeling of the ECM in vivo and leads to 

the desired cell-ECM interactions needed for functionality and mechanical integrity41,47. 

Accordingly, the development of physiologically relevant scaffolds based on naturally derived 

polymeric materials requires the ability to understand the ECM cells receive instructive signaling 

from. Furthermore, recapitulating cellular differentiation for tissue morphogenesis and 

physiological remodeling needs an understanding of the ECM components that are produced by 

cells and how they assemble into a functional 3D structure4,6. ECM proteins in this 3D structure 

interact with cells while in a fibrillar or network state; in other words, mechanosensing of ECM 

stiffness by cells occurs at the fibrillar and network level. Therefore, the stiffness of the 
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cellular microenvironment is conferred at this scale (i.e. in the order of micrometers) between 

the single protein (i.e. nanometers) and the bulk tissue scales (i.e. millimeters and centimeters), 

or mesoscale (Fig. 1.4). One reason there is a large gap in what is known at the mesoscale is 

the insolubility of ECM networks, which precludes the extraction of fibrils for mechanical testing. 

Therefore, better understanding of the ECM building blocks responsible for functional tissue 

assembly is needed in order to engineer scaffolds that closely mimic in vivo conditions. 

 

 Researchers have thus capitalized on the modular nature of the ECM macromolecules and 

their ability to self-assemble into networks to generate ECM-based hydrogels in vitro. Hydrogels 

have been widely used to investigate the relationship between cells and the material properties of 

their microenvironment and decipher how cues from the ECM regulate intracellular mechanisms 

that direct specific behaviors. Hydrogels are powerful tools that have been utilized to investigate, 

for instance, the host response to biomaterials and myoblast behavior48,49. However, without the 

 

Figure 1.3. Comparison of network organization of type I collagen and fibrillin-2 between embryonic tendon and 
skin. Images of these decellularized tissues were acquired at 20× and then processed and 3D reconstructed using FIJI 

3D Viewer (bars=20 µm).  
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endogenous cells and other molecules in the intricate extracellular microenvironment to 

orchestrate proper assembly, it is unlikely that these networks have the same material 

properties or configuration as those synthesized in vivo. Mimicking the cellular and tissue 

complexity found in vivo by incorporating physical, chemical, temporal, and spatial gradients 

within engineered 3D scaffolds is therefore challenging, yet necessary for the fabrication of 

functional tissues.  

 

 

Figure 1.4. Visual representation of the mesoscale (b) between the single fibril (a) and the bulk tissue scales (c) . a. 
Transmission electron microscopy image of a postnatal murine tendon showing collagen fibrils along the short axis 

acquired at 18,500×. b. Fibrillin-2 (white) and fibronectin (red) networks in an embryonic decellularized murine 
tendon acquired at 20×. c. Adult murine tibialis anterior tendon shown with respective bone and muscle insertions, 

imaged with a dissecting scope at 0.75×. 
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1.1.4 Approaches to characterize ECM mesoscale mechanics 

In vitro and in silico models 

To bypass a number of limitations related to the study of ECM mesoscale mechanics, 

researchers have used both in vitro and in silico models. It is challenging to study the mechanics 

in a complex in vivo environment, with a vast number of variables and confounding chemical and 

physical factors50. It is also difficult to isolate ECM networks without disrupting their native 

conformation. Therefore, a common approach that researchers take is to test the mesoscale 

mechanics of single types of ECM assembled in vitro, such as collagen and fibrin51. 

Characterization of viscoelastic properties of fibrin has provided insight into network stress-

stiffening as a response to the presence of cells52. In vitro 2D and 3D models provide highly 

controlled culture environments to study the effects of specific cues in isolation50,53. Type I 

collagen has been thoroughly researched and often used to create reconstituted collagen gels since 

it can provide scaffolds with structural integrity54. A single collagen molecule is formed by left-

handed alpha peptide strands coming together to form a right handed triple helix. A type I collagen 

fibril presents strain stiffening behavior, and its strain response is separated into the toe, the heel, 

and the linear regions, similar to the stress-strain response of mature tendons54,55. 

Recent studies have reported discrepancies in the single molecule persistence length, a 

measure of the stiffness of a polymer, depending on the technique and the environment collagen 

is tested in. Similarly, at the network scale, studies have shown that the persistence length of in 

vitro networks depends on how fibrils are reconstituted54. This variability related to in vitro 

generated networks is disadvantageous when seeking to characterize the ECM network mechanics. 

Type I collagen fibril assembly is mediated by accessory molecules (e.g. decorin, types III & 

V collagen) that are challenging to fully recapitulate in vitro56,57. Additionally, sophisticated in 

vitro experiments combining fibril forming collagens and proteoglycan demonstrated how network 

assembly and mechanics are significantly dependent on other ECM molecules58,59. Without cells 

and accessory ECM molecules to orchestrate proper assembly, networks synthesized in vitro will 

not have the same organization and material properties as those deposited in vivo. Therefore, these 

studies do not fully capture the behavior of proteins as they would be synthesized in vivo.  

 Similarly, in silico studies that describe the mechanics of ECM networks are important 

tools for tissue engineering because they help predict microstructure-mechanical relationships and 

create a framework for understanding cell-ECM interactions. Networks based on experimental 
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data and imaging information are used to refine dimensions and calculate networks volume 

fractions. In a study by Susilo et al., collagen fibrils were represented as incompressible hyper-

elastic neo-Hookean solids. The fibril intersections were assumed to be frictionless pin joints in 

order to form a network60. This work provides insight on the interactions between fibrils when 

forming networks, stating that the presence of fibril intersections where the fibrils can slide during 

stretching, instead of assuming a pin joint, plays a role in the non-linearity of the stress-stretch 

curve collagen matrices exhibit during biaxial loading. Some models incorporate the interactions 

between networks such as the work presented by Lake et al.61, including agarose and type I 

collagen networks in order to investigate the interactions between fibrillar and non-fibrillar 

matrices. However, analysis of single fibrils will not provide information regarding the mechanics 

of the entire network, without involving a number of assumptions. While models attempt to 

account for the 3D heterogeneity of networks, the interaction between them, and fiber realignment 

by using the volume-averaging theory62. In silico models oftentimes are based off a representative 

element based on assumptions, such as a homogenous matrix that perhaps does not represent the 

heterogeneity of an ECM protein63. 

 

In situ ECM mechanics at the mesoscale 

Although significant efforts have been made to quantify the mechanics of ECM networks 

generated in vitro, little is known about the mechanical properties of the native ECM networks 

(i.e. networks synthesized in vivo) that these hydrogels seek to emulate. The mechanical 

environment of the cells is regulated at the network or mesoscale levels (Figs. 1.1, 1.4). Mechanical 

testing of the ECM at this scale is challenging due to the difficulty in extracting these relatively 

insoluble networks in their native conformation from dense connective tissues. Methods to isolate 

intact type I collagen and fibrillin fibrils have been developed; however, to constrain these fibrils 

for mechanical tests, the samples are typically dried on a substrate and rehydrated. This alteration 

in the hydration state can significantly affect the mechanical response of biological materials64. 

Furthermore, the boundary conditions of the tissues are disrupted, and the fibril is not tested in the 

native network configuration. A critical component for characterizing the mechanics of the ECM 

at the mesoscale is to be able to reliably measure strain across large networks, given the 

heterogeneity of strain fields and the 3D organization and distribution of ECM proteins.  
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To measure strain across large ECM networks, we must be able to visualize them. 

Visualization of ECM architecture in its native conformation is hindered by the composite nature 

of intact tissues. Resident cells induce light scattering, which prevents visualization of networks 

beyond the superficial surface layers, making it challenging for high resolution imaging within 

opaque biological tissues65. Optical clearing is a powerful approach that enhances the ability to 

resolve 3D tissue architecture by either reducing the amount and diversity of light scattering 

elements (e.g. lipids) or minimizing refractive index mismatches66. Optical clearing-based 

approaches have improved the visualization of ECM proteins such as type IV collagen in the rat 

brain67 and proteoglycans in bovine musculoskeletal tissues68. Hydrogel-based clearing techniques 

have been developed to address the issue of protein loss when using harsh solvents or detergents 

to remove light scattering biomolecules by first embedding the issue in hydrogel65. 

Decellularization using mild detergents can remove cellular interference; however, most adult 

tissues are dense and individual networks remain difficult to resolve. Furthermore, not all solvent-

based clearing reagents are compatible with immunostaining, and for those techniques that are, 

tissue penetration and fluorescent signal attenuation are of concern65,69,70. 

Some researchers bypass the need for immunostaining to visualize ECM networks by using 

nonlinear optical microscopy techniques. Keyes et al. developed an optomechanical device 

coupled with two-photon microscopy to look at collagen and ELN during biaxial testing of the left 

coronary artery71. Collagen is recorded from second harmonic generation and ELN from 

fluorescence emission, which is useful in the study of vascular mechanics and when tissue 

engineering vascular grafts. Coupling uniaxial or biaxial loading systems to microscopy systems 

has often focused on characterizing the tissue mechanics and exploring their relationship to the 

network microstructure (i.e. fiber orientation) and not on the mechanics of the networks 

themselves71,72. Another recent study by used multiphoton and confocal microscopes to look at 

collagen and cell nuclei and investigate the effects of tendon healing in multiscale mechanical 

structure and compositional response73. The mechanical characterization of the tendons was 

performed using atomic force microscopy-based nano-micro indentation. Coupling of mechanical 

and imaging system allowed them to identify correlations between nuclei and collagen 

disorganization and capture collagen structure through healing74. In situ studies oftentimes only 

look at one protein and make assumptions of the ECM content in the tissue of interest.  
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1.2 Thesis overview: characterizing extracellular matrix networks in situ 

ECM 3D organization and composition are specific to the mechanical needs of each 

tissue and come together through an interplay between cells and their microenvironment. The 

mechanical characterization of tissues along multiple scales has helped elucidate how the 

microstructure and ultrastructure respond to mechanical stresses74. While significant efforts 

have been made in understanding the role of the ECM in disease progression and tissue formation, 

there remains an opportunity to explore the 3D organization and material behavior of these 

networks in their native conformation or in situ. The mechanical behavior of ECM proteins at the 

network mesoscale, are not well defined. It is evident that this characterization poses a variety 

of challenges, some of them stemming from the limitations of current methodologies from 

both a biological and engineering standpoint. The goals of this dissertation are to first develop 

appropriate experimental and computational methodologies, and then investigate the 3D 

organization and mechanical behavior of ECM networks in situ in order to establish guidelines 

for microenvironments that facilitate tissue assembly. The ECM of developing murine tissues 

are used as a model system for the study of the mechanics of networks as they are found in 

vivo (i.e. in situ). At this stage of development, networks are present at a lower density 

compared to the complex, mature adult environment that oftentimes hinders visualization. 

Given that the same networks are present in embryonic and adult tissues, we expect to be able 

to extrapolate these results and relate them back to the ECM of adult, healthy tissues. The 

overarching goals of this work can be broken up into the following 4 chapters.  

The first step in the characterization of ECM networks in situ is the ability to visualize 

them. In Chapter 2, we describe a novel decellularization technique to visualize the 3D 

organization of the ECM using a polyacrylamide-based hydrogel to provide a 3D framework 

within developing murine embryos. Immunostaining and confocal microscopy were used to 

visualize the 3D distribution of independent ECM networks in multiple developing tissues, 

including the forelimb, eye, and spinal cord. We demonstrate this method can be a powerful tool 

in defining the spatiotemporal distribution of the ECM during musculoskeletal assembly and 

embryogenesis. Using this novel decellularization method to enhance the visualization of the ECM, 

we then quantify tissue-dependent strain of immunostained ECM networks in situ in Chapter 3. 

We establish a method to quantify ECM network strain after the application of a known 

compressive load on murine embryonic forelimbs. Samples were imaged, before and after the 
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application of load and a MATLAB-based fast iterative digital volume correlation algorithm was 

used to quantify network displacements by comparing the reference and compressed z-stacks. This 

method allowed us to quantify 3D geometry-specific ECM deformation and strain and serves as 

proof-of-concept for the combination of confocal microscopy and digital volume correlation for 

the study of the ECM. While significant differences in ECM strain were resolved, compression is 

not the ideal testing modality for characterizing fibril and network mechanics given that 

physiologically a large percentage of ECM are loaded in tension.  

To address the limitations of characterizing the ECM under compression, the focus of 

Chapter 4 is the development of a mechanical testing system for tensile testing of small soft tissues 

by adapting a commercially available micro-robotic system that can record force and displacement 

measurements with the appropriate resolution. The modularity and adaptability of this system 

allow us to couple it with a dissecting microscope in order to visualize tissue deformation during 

mechanical testing and thus facilitating the calculation of optical strain. This system is able to 

resolve a variety of mechanical responses and accommodate for several biologically relevant 

geometries and stiffnesses. Lastly, our system was used to investigate tendon mechanics, showing 

an increase in tangent moduli as a function of development. Similarly, in Chapter 5, we investigate 

and characterize ECM networks while uniaxially loading decellularized tissues. Mechanical 

testing systems appropriate for developing murine tissues are  engineered for the study of networks 

in tissues of homogenous ECM. Uniaxial loading is the ideal testing modality for fibril and 

network mechanics. The ideal tissue for tensile testing must not only be easily dissected and have 

the correct aspect ratio, but also allow for tissue-level deformation measurements. In addition, the 

tissue should have a relatively homogeneous ECM distribution and arrangement throughout. This 

will decouple the influence that geometry and material behavior have in strain. Homogeneous 

tissue geometry will facilitate the calculation of tissue stress. Methodologies and studies outlined 

in this chapter provide a powerful framework for the characterization of ECM networks. Further, 

the combination of micro and macroscale mechanical testing systems allows us to obtain the 

deformation and boundary conditions at the tissue-level, and the 3D architecture of the ECM 

networks as a function of the load applied to quantify ECM tensile strain. Lastly, in Chapter 6  

this work’s contributions to science will be discussed as well as future directions. Taken together, 

this information can facilitate the fabrication of physiologically relevant scaffolds for regenerative 
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medicine by establishing mechanical guidelines for microenvironments that are used for functional 

tissue assembly.  
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 THREE DIMENSIONAL VISUALIZATION OF EXTRACELLULAR 
MATRIX NETWORKS DURING MURINE DEVELOPMENT 

 
 
 
As outlined in the thesis overview, the first step in the characterization of extracellular matrix 

networks is visualizing them while in their native conformation. To do so, we modified an 
established hydrogel-based method for the decellularization of small, highly cellular embryonic 
tissues. The hydrogel cross-links only to itself allowing for the removal of intracellular proteins 
while providing a 3D framework for the remaining insoluble ECM networks and hence avoid the 
disruption of tissue integrity. We discuss how this method enabled the investigation of the 
musculoskeletal system in the developing murine forelimb, particularly looking at the formation 
of cartilage, bone, and tendon. The content presented in this chapter is adapted from our work 
“Three-dimensional visualization of extracellular matrix networks during murine development”, 
which was published in Developmental Biology. Minor edits to the formatting have been made, 
such as including the supplemental data for the published article in this chapter, to produce a 
cohesive dissertation. The published version of this chapter is available at the following link:  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ydbio.2017.12.022.  

 

2.1 Abstract 

The ECM plays a crucial role in embryogenesis, serving both as a substrate to which cells 

attach and as an active regulator of cell behavior. However, little is known about the spatiotemporal 

expression patterns and 3D structure of ECM proteins during embryonic development. The lack 

of suitable methods to visualize the embryonic ECM is largely responsible for this gap, posing a 

major technical challenge for biologists and tissue engineers. Here, we describe a method of 

viewing the 3D organization of the ECM using a polyacrylamide-based hydrogel to provide a 3D 

framework within developing murine embryos. After removal of soluble proteins using sodium 

dodecyl sulfate, confocal microscopy was used to visualize the 3D distribution of independent 

ECM networks in multiple developing tissues, including the forelimb, eye, and spinal cord. 

Comparative analysis of E12.5 and E14.5 autopods revealed proteoglycan-rich fibrils maintain 

connections between the epidermis and the underlying tendon and cartilage, indicating a role for 

the ECM during musculoskeletal assembly and demonstrating that our method can be a powerful 

tool for defining the spatiotemporal distribution of the ECM during embryogenesis.  

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ydbio.2017.12.022
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2.2 Introduction 

The ECM is an intricate network of proteins, proteoglycans, glycosaminoglycans, and other 

macromolecules. It has several main functions, including providing structure to tissue and 

regulating cellular behavior during growth, repair, regeneration, and homeostasis1,2. During 

embryogenesis, the ECM provides structural support and mechanical cues to direct global tissue 

movement and organization75. Furthermore, the ECM locally controls cell behavior by defining 

the stiffness of the cellular microenvironment and activating intracellular signaling via binding 

with cell surface receptors3. In addition, the ECM is thought to play a key role in paracrine 

signaling vital to development through growth factor sequestration76,77. While it is generally 

accepted that ECM composition undergoes dramatic remodeling during tissue formation, leading 

to changes in tissue mechanics and cellular behavior, little is known about how the 3D organization 

of these ECM components varies as a function of development.  

Visualization of the ECM in 3D has been hindered by the inherent difficulty of high 

resolution imaging within opaque biological tissues. Optical clearing is a powerful approach to 

enhance the ability to resolve 3D tissue architecture by either reducing the amount and diversity 

of light scattering elements (e.g. lipids) or minimizing refractive index mismatches65,66. Hydrogel-

based clearing techniques have been developed to address the issue of protein loss when using 

harsh solvents or detergents to remove light scattering biomolecules by first embedding the issue 

in hydrogel65. The tissue is incubated in a monomeric solution followed by polymerization 

triggered by a thermal initiator78. As polymerization occurs, a hybrid network composed of 

proteins and the polymer chains of the hydrogel is created that allows for the removal of lipids and 

other light-scattering biomolecules.  

Optical clearing methods based on solutions that match the refractive index of tissue are also 

becoming more prevalent66. One example, SeeDB, is a concentrated aqueous fructose solution 

with a refractive index close to that of fixed tissue (n~1.49) that greatly enhances the depth at 

which a variety of tissues can be imaged using confocal microscopy ranging from embryos to 

dense connective tissues68,79. However, not all solvent-based clearing reagents are compatible with 

immunostaining69, and for those techniques that are, tissue penetration and fluorescent signal 

attenuation are of concern65,70.  

Previous optical clearing-based approaches have improved the visualization of ECM 

proteins such as type IV collagen in the rat brain67 and proteoglycans in bovine musculoskeletal 
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tissues68,80. Nonetheless, most clearing techniques were designed to resolve cellular structures and 

there have been few efforts to visualize the organization of the ECM fibrils within intact tissues. 

To address this need, we developed a method to selectively remove intracellular proteins while 

leaving behind proteins of the ECM in the native 3D conformation. Typically, decellularization 

involves using detergents to extract cell membranes and other components81; however, most 

decellularization techniques are harsh to the sample and generally only applicable to ECM-rich 

tissues82,83. Softer, embryonic tissues are highly cellular and susceptible to damage84. Therefore, 

we modified established hydrogel-based clearing methods such that the hydrogel only cross-linked 

to itself, allowing for removal of soluble, intracellular proteins while providing a 3D framework 

for the remaining insoluble ECM networks78,85. Decellularization significantly enhanced the 

visualization of ECM proteins and maintained the 3D architecture of independent networks. Using 

confocal microscopy, we demonstrate that the ECM within intact E12.5 embryos can be visualized 

at multiple scales. Comparative analysis of the autopod of E12.5 and E14.5 forelimbs revealed 

continuous proteoglycan-rich fibrils extended between the epidermis and cartilage, which 

remained present after the formation of the extensor tendons. Overall, we expect our method will 

be a powerful tool for investigating how the ECM remodels during tissue assembly. 

2.3 Materials and methods 

Unless otherwise specified, all reagents were of chemical grade from Sigma-Aldrich.  

2.3.1 Embryo harvest  

Tissues from E11.5-E14.5 mice were generated by the timed matings of wild type C57Bl/6 

mice. All murine experiments were approved by the Purdue Animal Care and Use Committee 

(PACUC; protocol 1209000723). PACUC ensures that all animal programs, procedures, and 

facilities at Purdue University adhere to the policies, recommendations, guidelines, and regulations 

of the USDA and the United States Public Health Service in accordance with the Animal Welfare 

Act and Purdue's Animal Welfare Assurance. Dams were euthanized via CO2 inhalation, 

confirmed by cervical dislocation. Embryos were removed from the uterine horns and rinsed in 1× 

PBS. Dissection of the yolk sac and amnion was performed under magnification to avoid damaging 

the embryos. 
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2.3.2 Embryo decellularization 

Murine embryos were 

decellularized and imaged as 

depicted in Fig. 2.1. After dissection 

of yolk sac and amnion, embryos 

were rinsed in 1× PBS, submerged in 

1–1.5 mL hydrogel solution (Table 

2.1) in a 2.0 mL microcentrifuge 

tube, and gently rocked overnight at 

4 °C. Excess hydrogel solution was 

removed and embryos were 

immersed in mineral oil in a round 

bottom 14 mL round bottom 

polypropylene tube (Falcon 

352059). Tubes were sealed with 

Parafilm before being placed in a 

37 °C water bath for 5–6 h to 

polymerize the hydrogel. Embryos 

were removed from mineral oil and 

rinsed three times in 1× PBS to 

remove excess oil. Each embryo was 

gently rocked in 1 mL 0.05% SDS 

with 1× Halt™ protease inhibitor 

(PI, Thermo Scientific, 78430) in 1× 

PBS in a dish suitable for confocal imaging (Ibidi, 80421) at 25 °C. Preliminary experiments 

showed that 0.05% SDS was the best compromise between cell removal and maintenance of 

networks (Fig. 2.2). SDS-PI solution was replaced every 24h until decellularization was complete 

(3–7 days). Completion of decellularization was determined by subjective visual inspection of 

samples for presence of cells with a light microscope, with variation in timing depending on the 

age and natural biological variability among samples being decellularized. Upon decellularization, 

 

Figure 2.1. Decellularization increases transparency of murine 
embryos. (A) Isolated murine embryos were incubated in hydrogel 
solution (Table 2.1) and gently rocked at 4 °C overnight. Excess 

hydrogel was removed, and embryos were submerged in mineral oil at 
37 °C to induce polymerization. Embryos were decellularized in 
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) with protease inhibitor (PI) then 

processed for immunohistochemistry. (B) Comparison of control and 
decellularized E12.5 embryos from the same litter showed swelling 

occurred after cell removal; however, overall morphology was 
retained. Bar = 2 mm. (C) Ultrasound setup used to quantify changes 

in embryonic volume and segmentations (blue) of a E14.5 embryo 
before decellularization for whole body 3D rendering. Bar = 2 mm. 

(D) Volume changes remained consistent over the time periods 
investigated (n = 4; bars = SD) and were largely isotropic (see Fig. 

2.5). 
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samples were rinsed in an excess of 1× PBS for 1 h, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 1h 

and then rinsed again in 1× PBS for 1h at 25 °C with gentle rocking.  

 

 

Figure 2.2 Influence of SDS concentration on ECM visualization. E12.5 embryos were permeated with hydrogel, 
decellularized with 0.03 – 0.3% SDS and then stained for nuclei (DAPI, blue), proteoglycans (WGA, green), 

fibronectin (red) and fibrillin-2 (white). Control samples were not incubated in hydrogel or SDS. Eyes were imaged 
at 25×. Nuclei became disrupted as SDS increased but DNA was not completely removed. WGA labeling 

substantially decreased with SDS treatment, due to the removal of cell surface proteoglycans. FN and FBN2 could 
only be visualized at 0.05 – 0.3% SDS. Bar = 100 µm. 

 
To confirm decellularization enhanced visualization of the ECM and demonstrate that 

network structure was maintained, littermates serving as whole-mount and cleared controls were 

rinsed in 1× PBS immediately after harvest and then fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4 °C. After 

PFA fixation, control embryos were transferred to 1× PBS for storage at 4 °C until processed for 

imaging as described below. 
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Table 2.1. Composition of hydrogel solution to create polyacrylamide framework. Modified from Chung et al., 

201378. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3.3 Fluorescent labeling of ECM 

After PFA fixation, decellularized and control samples were incubated in blocking buffer 

[10% donkey serum diluted in 1× PBS with 1% Triton X-100 (PBST) and 0.02% sodium azide] 

for 16 h at 4 °C to increase the ability of antibody stains to permeate through the sample and to 

block non-specific binding. Samples were then incubated with primary antibodies (Table 2.2) 

diluted in blocking buffer, and gently rocked at 4 °C for 48 h. Samples were rinsed 3 × 30 min 

with 1% PBST at 25 °C, and then incubated with secondary staining reagents (Table 2.2) diluted 

in blocking buffer, placed in a lightproof container, and gently rocked at 4 °C for 48 h. Samples 

were rinsed 3 × 30 min with 1% PBST at 25 °C and stored in 1× PBS at 4 °C until imaged. 

 
Table 2.2 Antibodies and stains used for fluorescent labeling of embryonic ECM. 

 

Antibody or stain Type Dilution Source Product # 
α-fibrillin-2 rabbit polyclonal 1:200 Dr. Robert Mecham  
α-fibronectin mouse IgG1 1:100 Sigma F7387 
α-perlecan rat 1:50 SCBT sc33707 
α-type VI collagen rabbit polyclonal 1:200 Millipore AB7821 
α-tenascin-C rat 1:50 R&D MAB2138 
α-rabbit AF647 donkey 1:500 ThermoFisher A31573 
α-mouse AF555 goat 1:500 ThermoFisher A21422 
α-rat DyLight 550 donkey 1:250 ThermoFisher SA5-10027 
DAPI  1:500 Biotium 40011 
WGA AF488  1:100 ThermoFisher W11261 

Component Working Concentration Source  Product # 
40% acrylamide 4% Bio-Rad  161-0140 
2% bisacrylamide 0.1% Bio-Rad   161-0142 
VA-044 initiator 0.25% Wako  VA-044 
10x PBS 1x Invitrogen   10010 
Deionized water – –  – 
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2.3.4 Clearing of control tissues 

To confirm that ECM structure was maintained after decellularization, tissues were cleared 

following (Ke et al., 2013). D-(-)-fructose (JT Baker, Center Valley, PA) was dissolved in milliQ 

water with 0.5% α -thioglycerol (Sigma-Aldrich St. Louis, MO) to generate fructose solutions of 

varying concentrations (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% and 115% wt/vol). Tissues were equilibrated 

to increasing concentrations of fructose by incubating in each formulation under gentle rocking at 

room temperature, following the timeline defined in Ke et al.79. 

2.3.5 Cryosectioning of control tissues 

To visualize the fibrillar structure of ECM within intact tissues, freshly harvested E14.5 

forelimbs were embedded in Optimal Cutting Temperature compound (Sakura Finetek), frozen 

with dry ice-cooled isopentane and stored at 80 °C. 17 µm-thick cryosections were collected on 

His-bond glass slides (VWR) and processed following Calve et al.86 using the antibody 

concentrations defined in Table 2.2. Sections were imaged at 25× using a Zeiss LSM 880 confocal. 

2.3.6 Imaging 

Decellularized and control samples were imaged using one of the following confocal 

microscopes: 1) an inverted Zeiss LSM 710 confocal using either a 10× Plan-Neofluar (NA = 0.3) 

or a 25× multi-immersion LD LCI Plan-Apochromat (NA = 0.8) objective (Fig. 2.2; 2.3A, B), 2) 

an upright Zeiss LSM 800 confocal using either the 10× Plan-Neofluar (NA = 0.3), a 20× water 

immersion Plan-Apochromat (NA = 1.0) objective or a 63× water immersion C-Apochromat (NA 

= 1.2) (Figs. 2.6A, D; 2.7) or 3) an inverted Zeiss LSM 880 confocal using either the 10× EC-

Plan-NeoFluar (NA = 0.3), 25× multi-immersion LD LCI Plan-Apochromat (NA = 0.8) or a 40× 

water immersion C-Apochromat (NA = 1.2) objective (Figs. 2.3C, D; 2.4; 2.6B, C, E, F). 

Widefield images were acquired using a Leica M80 stereo microscope. 
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Figure 2.3 Decellularization increases matrix visibility and retains independent networks. (A) E14.5 control and 
decellularized forelimbs were stained for fibronectin (FN; red) and fibrillin- 2 (FBN2; white) and digit tips were 

imaged using confocal microscopy (blue = DAPI). Bar = 100 µm. (B) Higher magnification view of A reveals FN 
and FBN2 maintain independent, interpenetrating networks after removal of cells with SDS. Arrowheads show FN+ 
blood vessels. Bar = 50 µm. (C, D) The native distribution of different ECM was maintained in developing cartilage 
and bone in decellularized E14.5 forelimbs. Tenascin-C (TNC, red) expression was restricted to the periphery of the 

developing cartilage (left). FBN2 (red) was localized to fibrils within the cartilage (middle). YZ section shows 
extended FBN2-expressing microfibril (arrowhead). Type VI collagen (col VI, red) was found throughout the 

developing cartilage (right). Green = WGA. Bars = 50 µm. Dimensions of stacks in C: 237 × 237 × 78 µm (x × y × 
z). (D) TNC (red, left) was restricted to the perichondrium/periosteum in the developing long bone, whereas 
perlecan (red, right) was found throughout the tissue. Green = WGA. Bars = 100 µm, axes oriented as in C. 

Dimensions of stacks in D: 242 × 338 × 69 µm. 
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2.3.7 Image processing 

Confocal stacks were rendered in 3D using FIJI (NIH). Background antibody staining in 

some images was reduced using the despeckle algorithm in FIJI (Figs. 2.3C, D; 2.4; 2.6), which 

uses a 3 × 3 median filter to decrease noise. Due to the attenuation of signal when imaging deeper 

within tissues, some images were processed using the Enhance Local Contrast (CLAHE) plugin 

to equalize large variations in intensity across tiled image stacks (Figs. 2.4A’; 4A, D). For 

cryosections, image stacks were processed into maximum z- projections using FIJI (Fig. 2.9). 

Figures were assembled by taking snapshots of 3D-rendered image volumes or selecting 2D slices 

from stacks and were arranged using Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator. 

2.3.8 Ultrasound quantification of embryo swelling 

A high frequency small animal ultrasound system (Vevo2100; FUJIFILM VisualSonics, 

Toronto, ON, Canada) was used to quantify the change in embryo dimensions during 

decellularization. Embryos were imaged immediately after polymerization and again after 

completion of decellularization (3–7 days). Embryos were placed in an agarose bed and covered 

with ultrasound transmission gel. A 50 MHz center frequency transducer with an axiolateral 

resolution of 30 × 75 µm2 and an elevation resolution of 0.154 mm was positioned perpendicular 

to the embryo (Fig. 2.1C). Similar to previous work87, sequential transaxial brightness mode (B-

mode) images were combined to create ultrasound volumes (0.19 mm step size). Images were 

analyzed with Vevo LAB software (FUJIFILM VisualSonics) to obtain area and volume 

measurements by manually segmenting the embryonic head and whole body (Fig. 2.1C). Area 

measurements in the sagittal, transverse, and coronal planes were used to determine if tissue 

expansion was isotropic (Fig. 2.5). 

2.3.9 Statistical analyses 

Percent change during decellularization was calculated by subtracting the area and volume 

after decellularization from the initial measurements. Tukey-Kramer HSD was performed on the 

percentage area change in the transverse, coronal, and sagittal planes (Fig. 2.5) at E12.5, E13, and 

E14.5 (n = 4) for statistical significance using JMP. Similarly, the percentage change in whole 
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embryo and head volumes at these embryonic stages (n = 4) were analyzed with Tukey-Kramer 

HSD for statistical significance. Confidence quantile alpha was set at 0.05. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4 3D visualization of ECM in E12.5 embryo. (A) Widefield view of WGA-stained E12.5 decellularized 
embryo. (A′) Virtual confocal section of E12.5 embryo stained with WGA (green) and type VI collagen (red). 

Various structures can be identified including the 4th ventricle of the brain (v), future cerebral cortex (cc), 
vomeronasal organ (vo), scapula (s), midgut (m), liver (l), heart (h) and ribs (r). 10×, bar = 2 mm. (B-B’’): 3D 

rendering of the eye at 25× (567 × 567 × 395 µm; x × y × z). The vascularization of the vitreous body (vb) can be 
visualized (B′) and the lens and optic nerve can be clearly resolved in a YZ projection of the image stack. Bars = 100 
µm. (C-C’’) 3D rendering reveals dense vascular network around the elbow (567 × 567 × 186 µm). Comparison of 

XY (C′) and YZ planes (C′’) revealed that blood vessels remained patent. 25×, bars = 100 µm. (D-D”) 3D rendering 
of developing spinal cord at 10× (850 × 850 × 251 µm). Z-projection of 12 slices (70 µm) shows maintenance of 
spinal cord vascularization (D′) and intact blood vessel in the YZ projection (arrowhead; D’’). Bars = 200 µm. 

 
. 
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2.4 Results and Discussion 

2.4.1 Decellularization increases embryo transparency 

To enhance the visibility of the developing matrix, freshly harvested embryonic tissues were 

decellularized following standard detergent- based methods formulated for adult tissues81, but we 

observed that the tissues did not maintain their macroscopic morphology and were easily damaged. 

Instead, we found that by removing the paraformaldehyde from the hydrogel utilized in the 

CLARITY method78, a hydrogel framework was formed that did not cross-link to biomolecules 

and retained the 3D organization of the insoluble matrix (Fig. 2.1). Hydrogel-based protocols tend 

to surround samples with an excess of solution, which generates superficial hydrogel after 

polymerization that needs to be removed prior to imaging78,88. Unlike stiffer adult tissues, fragile 

embryonic samples can be damaged during this process. To address this problem, excess hydrogel 

solution was removed before polymerization and the embryos were placed in mineral oil, which is 

immiscible with the aqueous acrylamide-based hydrogel. After polymerization, there was minimal 

hydrogel on the surface of the specimen that could interfere with confocal imaging. Additionally, 

the hydrogel increased tissue rigidity, making the samples easier to handle and less susceptible to 

damage during staining and imaging.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. No significant differences in embryo swelling at earlier stages of development. (A) Location of the area 
measurements taken before and after decellularization to quantify expansion from 3D segmentations. Scale bar=2 

mm. (B) Percentage change in areas in different anatomical imaging planes. The percentages of change in different 
planes are only statistically significant at E14.5, suggesting swelling is isotropic at the earlier stages (n=4; *p<0.05; 

**p<0.005; error bars = SD). 
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Since the nascent embryonic ECM is likely to be less stable than ECM found in adult tissues, 

preliminary studies to determine the minimal concentration of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) that 

increased tissue transparency, while also preserving ECM architecture, were conducted. Network 

visualization was greatly enhanced after treatment with 0.05% SDS in PBS (Fig. 2.2). Staining for 

nucleic acids (DAPI, blue) indicated that tissues were not fully decellularized (Figs. 2.2, 2.3A); 

however, the primary goal of this study was to increase matrix visibility and not to create scaffolds 

devoid of cellular components for implantation where DNA and proteins can promote an immune 

response. Since the ability to resolve ECM architecture was greatly enhanced even with the 

presence of residual DNA, further optimization of the decellularization process was not conducted 

to minimize disruption of ECM network architecture.  

Removal of soluble components greatly increased embryo transparency; however, 

noticeable swelling occurred (Fig. 2.1B). Swelling was attributed to removal of cellular links 

between matrices and/or from the inherent swelling properties of polyacrylamide89. To assess if 

swelling was isotropic, changes in embryo volume were quantified using ultrasound before and 

after incubation in 0.05% SDS. Swelling caused by decellularization remained constant across all 

time points investigated and was generally isotropic (Fig. 2.1B). Expansion in the direction of the 

sagittal plane tended to be lower than in other directions but was only significant at E14.5 (Fig. 

2.5). Significant differences between changes in area at E14.5 were also observed between coronal, 

transverse and sagittal planes, which was attributed to swelling constraints brought upon by the 

formation and connection of cartilage elements in the developing skeleton, particularly the 

vertebral column (Fig. 2.5). Sample expansion is not typically considered detrimental to the 3D 

study of native tissue and has been documented during the implementation of techniques such as 

CUBIC90, CLARITY78, and PACT85. Indeed, tissue swelling has been used to enhance the 

resolution of smaller samples as demonstrated with expansion microscopy in which a hydrogel 

framework swells to 4.5× the original size and does not negatively influence cellular architecture91. 

2.4.2 Independent ECM networks are maintained after cell removal 

To demonstrate that our method increases ECM visibility and maintains independent protein 

networks, control and decellularized E14.5 digit tips were imaged at approximately the same depth. 

The structure of FN and FBN2 within control tissue could not be visualized beyond the surface 

(Fig. 2.3A). In contrast, independent and interpenetrating networks of FN and FBN2 were clearly 
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resolved in the decellularized samples (Fig. 2.3B). FN was widely distributed and outlined the 

blood vessels (arrowheads; Fig. 2.3B), consistent with the proposed role for FN during 

vasculogenesis92,93. FBN2 was arranged in a dense network of microfibrils, similar to what has 

been shown in mouse hindlimb94. 

   

To confirm SDS treatment did not interfere with the spatial organization of ECM at the tissue 

level, E14.5 forelimbs were stained for proteins with known differential distributions in developing 

cartilage and images were collected of the distal phalanx and long bones in the zeugopod. Samples 

were counterstained with AF488-conjugated wheat germ agglutinin (WGA; green), which binds 

 

Figure 2.6. Multiscale imaging of the musculoskeletal system in the developing forelimb. E12.5 (A – C) and E14.5 
(D – F) forelimbs were decellularized and stained with WGA (green) and an antibody against fibrillin-2 (FBN2, 

red). Dorsal view. (A, D) Cartilage elements of the autopod and zeugopod were easily resolved with WGA. FBN2 
became more restricted with time. 10×, bar = 500 µm. (A: 2471 × 3599 × 600 µm; D: 2799 × 4733 × 450 µm; x × y 
× z) (B, E) 3D rendering of digits showed a network of WGA+ fibrils radiating from the cartilage as well as staining 
of joint tissues and the extensor tendons. 25×, bar = 100 µm. (381 × 1364 × 289 µm). (C, F) Higher magnification of 
digits in B, E (*) revealed WGA+ fibrils extended from dorsal epidermis (epi) to cartilage (c) at E12.5 and at E14.5 
fibrils appeared to connect the extensor tendons (t) to the epidermis and cartilage. 40×, bars = 50 µm, (213 × 213 × 

227 µm). 
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to proteoglycans containing sialic acid and N-acetylglucosamine and provides a global label for 

musculoskeletal tissue ECM95. As expected, tenascin-C expression (TNC; red) was restricted to 

the periphery of the cartilage condensation (Fig. 2.3C), which persisted during ossification (Fig. 

2.3D)12,96,97. FBN2 (red) was distributed as discrete microfibrils within cartilage and was present 

at a higher density in the surrounding mesenchyme (Fig. 2.4C)98. In contrast, type VI collagen (col 

VI) and perlecan were found throughout the entire cartilage (Fig. 2.4C,D). While col VI and 

perlecan are associated with the pericellular ECM in adult cartilage, both are widely distributed 

during the early stages of chondrogenesis and gradually become restricted to the periphery of the 

chondrocytes as development progresses14. In addition, perlecan is highly expressed during the 

transition from cartilage to bone99.  

 

The ability of our method to resolve matrix architecture was compared with SeeDB. FBN2 

(red) and WGA (green) visualization was greatly enhanced in decellularized samples (Fig. 2.7). 

The ECM of a tendon within the zeugopod was intensely stained in the decellularized tissue, 

whereas little to no FBN2 signal was observed in the same tendon in the limb cleared with SeeDB, 

which was attributed to limited antibody penetration in the denser SeeDB sample. 

 

Figure 2.7. SeeDB is not effective for visualization of ECM within the developing embryo. E14.5 forelimbs 
were either cleared with SeeDB or decellularized and stained for fibrillin-2 or WGA. Virtual cross-sections 
at 10× demonstrate that staining in SeeDB samples is mostly restricted to the periphery. Higher resolution 

imaging (63×) of a tendon within the zeugopod reveals minimal penetration of FBN2 antibody and WGA in 
to SeeDB sample (epidermis is to the left of the image). 
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2.4.3 Intact embryos can be visualized at multiple scales 

To demonstrate the macroscopic structure of developing tissue was maintained, E12.5 

embryos were stained with WGA (green) and an antibody against col VI (red; Fig. 2.4). Skeletal 

elements of the forelimbs and ECM supporting the dorsal root ganglia along the developing spinal 

cord were easily resolved under a dissecting microscope (Fig. 2.4A). Sagittal confocal slices 

enabled the identification of internal organs and tissues within the embryo, including the 4th 

ventricle of the brain (v), future cerebral cortex (cc), vomeronasal organ (vo), scapula (s), midgut 

(m), liver (l), heart (h) and ribs (r; Fig. 2.4B). WGA (MW = 38 kDa) diffused through the entire 

specimen, whereas the antibody against col VI (MW = 150 kDa) could only be imaged to a depth 

of 150–200 µm. The limited depth of staining can be attributed to a large number of type VI 

epitopes in the surface tissues rather than a limitation in diffusion as an antibody against perlecan 

was able to penetrate further into the same sample (Fig. 2.8). We expect that increasing the 

concentration of anti-type VI collagen will enhance the depth of labeling. The developing eye 

could be clearly visualized at 25×, wherein blood vessels of the vitreous body (vb) were outlined 

with col VI (Fig. 2.4B). In contrast, the predominantly cellular neuroretina and lens were devoid 

of signal. An orthogonal cross-section of the z-stack from Fig. 2.4B shows that lens architecture 

and stalk of the optic nerve were maintained (Fig. 2.4B′B’’). Cartilage elements of the elbow were 

intensely stained with WGA and were surrounded by a col VI+ network of patent blood vessels 

 

Figure 2.8. Differential penetration of antibodies into decellularized embryos. Anti-perlecan (blue) showed 
substantial more penetration into the decellularized E12.5 embryo from Fig. 3 than anti-type VI collagen (red), 

suggesting antibody penetration is limited by concentration rather than diffusion. For example, perlecan in the blood 
vessels of the corpus callosum (arrowhead) were labeled at least 1mm deep. 10×, bar = 2 mm. 
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(arrowhead, Fig. 2.4C-C’’). WGA staining formed an inverse pattern with the dorsal root ganglia 

along the developing spinal cord (Fig. 2.4A, D), which is likely made up of proteoglycans such as 

versican that inhibit neural crest and axon migration100. Notably, the intricate architecture of the 

vasculature within the spinal cord was maintained (arrowhead; Fig. 2.4D’, D’’), providing further 

evidence that our method can maintain the integrity of delicate networks.  

 

2.4.4 The epidermis is linked to the underlying musculoskeletal tissues via proteoglycan–
rich fibrils 

Comparative analysis of the developing forelimbs between E12.5 and E14.5 revealed that 

FBN2 expression decreased between the time points (Fig. 2.6A), consistent with a decrease in 

FBN2 transcripts as a function of limb development94. The increase in the number of phalanges 

and articulation between the joints as development progresses was resolved by WGA labeling (Fig. 

 

Figure 2.9. Presence of fibrillar networks within intact tissues. E14.5 forelimbs were sectioned and stained with 
WGA (green) and an antibody against fibrillin-2 (red). Fibrils (f) extending between the epidermis (e) and cartilage 

(c) were observed on the ventral side of the developing digit. Blue = DAPI, 25×, bar = 50 µm. 
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2.6B, E). Higher resolution imaging of the ECM in the digit revealed continuous proteoglycan-

based fibrils extending from the epidermis (epi) to the developing cartilage (c), even after the 

formation of the extensor tendons (t; Fig. 2.6C, F). Cryosections of control E14.5 limbs show 

FBN2+ fibrils extending between the ventral epidermis and internal tissues (Fig. 2.9), indicating 

that the architecture visualized in Fig. 2.6C and F is likely not an artifact of the decellularization 

process. Recent genetic knockdown studies indicated that signals secreted by cartilage and 

epidermis, such as Wnts and Noggin, can influence the induction of autopod tendons101,102. The 

persistence of proteoglycan-rich connections between the epidermis and cartilage during tendon 

specification from E12.5 to E14.5, in combination with previous studies showing that elastic fibrils 

appear to anchor developing tendons to the perichondrium in the developing chick limb103,104, 

suggest that the matrix also plays a role in regulating extensor tendon development in the autopod.  

2.5 Conclusions 

The goal of this study was to establish a method that would enable us to visualize the ECM 

during the early stages of musculoskeletal development (E11.5 – E14.5). Our method will have 

limited application for intact embryos after E15.5 when the barrier function of the skin is 

acquired105, preventing the diffusion of the hydrogel solution into the tissues. Nevertheless, we 

expect that it should be feasible to process isolated tissues from most developmental stages. It may 

be necessary to increase the SDS concentration as the tissues become denser; however, by those 

stages, the stabilization of the geometry using the hydrogel will likely be unnecessary. Our future 

studies aim to investigate more finely resolved time points so that a clearer picture will emerge 

regarding the role the ECM plays during forelimb musculoskeletal assembly as well as all other 

organ systems within the developing embryo. 
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 IN SITU MEASUREMENT OF NATIVE EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX 
STRAIN 

 
 
 

Now that we have established a novel decellularization technique to enhance extracellular 
matrix (ECM) visualization during embryonic development, the next step is to quantify ECM 
strain after the application of load. By acquiring confocal images before and after compression, 
we are able to investigate the deformation of different ECM proteins and two tissue organizations, 
loose connective tissue and cartilage, in the developing digit tip. Decellularization and confocal 
imaging are coupled with image processing digital volume correlation algorithms to extract 
displacement and strain fields of ECM networks. The results presented here demonstrate the 
unique ability of our method to resolve and quantify 3D geometry-specific ECM deformation and 
strain. The content presented in this chapter is adapted from our work “In situ measurement of 
native extracellular matrix strain”, published in Experimental Mechanics. Minor edits to the 
formatting have been made, such as including the supplemental data for the published article in 
this chapter, to produce a cohesive dissertation. The published version of this chapter is available 
at the following link:  https://doi.org/10.1007/s11340-019-00499-y. 

3.1 Abstract 

Cells directly interact with the extracellular matrix (ECM) in their microenvironment; 

however, the mechanical properties of the networks at this scale are not well defined. This work 

describes a method to quantify ECM network strain in situ after the application of a known load. 

Visualization of the ECM in the native 3D organization is facilitated using murine embryos and a 

novel decellularization method. During embryonic development, the ECM architecture is less 

dense making it easier to visualize and manipulate. Briefly, E14.5 forelimbs were harvested and 

incubated in an acrylamide-based hydrogel mixture to maintain the 3D architecture of the ECM 

during decellularization. After decellularization, forelimbs were stained for fibrillin-2 and 

proteoglycans to visualize different networks. Samples were imaged, before and after the 

application of a static load, using confocal microscopy. A MATLAB-based fast iterative digital 

volume correlation algorithm was used to quantify network displacement fields by comparing the 

reference and compressed z-stacks. We observed that the amount of Green-Lagrange strain 

experienced by different proteins was dependent on whether the sub-region analyzed was located 

within cartilage or the adjacent connective tissue. The combination of these experimental and 

computational methods will enable the development of constitutive equations that describe the 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11340-019-00499-y
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material behavior of ECM networks. In the future, this information has the potential to improve 

the fabrication of physiologically relevant scaffolds by establishing mechanical guidelines for 

microenvironments that support beneficial cell-ECM interactions. 

3.2 Introduction 

The evolution of the extracellular matrix (ECM) enabled the advent of multicellular 

organisms and plays a large role in defining the mechanical properties of biological tissues106. The 

proteins, proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans that constitute the ECM are arranged into higher-

level structures through a combination of self-assembly into fibrils or networks and cell-mediated 

organization. The local composition and architecture depend on the biomechanical requirements 

of the tissue of interest107. Conversely, ECM stiffness and composition combine to influence 

cellular behaviors including migration13, proliferation13, durotaxis108, and differentiation109. To 

decipher how cues from the extracellular environment regulate intracellular mechanisms that direct 

specific behaviors, hydrogels assembled in vitro have been used as experimental test beds110. 

Typically, these hydrogels are made out of artificial polymers or a single ECM component that 

likely do not recapitulate the mechanical properties of native ECM networks. Unfortunately, the 

precise mechanical properties that these hydrogels should emulate remain unclear. 

The mechanical response of the ECM is easily measured at molecular and macroscopic 

scales; however, the material properties at the network/fibrillar (mesoscopic) level are not well 

defined. This can be attributed to the relative insolubility of ECM networks, which precludes the 

extraction of intact fibrils for mechanical testing. Researchers circumvent this problem by either 

generating fibrils in vitro111,112, or isolating single fibrils from the native environment113,114; 

however, these methods come with a number of constraints. Without cells and accessory ECM 

molecules to orchestrate proper assembly, networks synthesized in vitro will not have the same 

organization and material properties as those deposited in vivo. Furthermore, analysis of single 

fibrils will not provide information regarding the mechanics of the entire network.  

Visualization of ECM architecture in situ is hindered by the composite nature of intact 

tissues. Resident cells induce light scattering, which prevents visualization of networks beyond the 

superficial surface layers65. Decellularization using mild detergents can remove cellular 

interference; however, most adult tissues are dense and individual networks remain difficult to 

resolve. To address this limitation, we developed a novel method to map the 3D organization of 
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ECM networks using murine embryos115. During development, the ECM architecture is less dense 

making it feasible to visualize discrete components of the ECM network, and provides an ideal 

system with which the material properties of native fibrils can be determined. 

A critical component for characterizing the mechanics of the ECM at the mesoscale is to be 

able to reliably measure strain across large networks. Digital volume correlation (DVC) can be 

used to determine full field displacements from 3D images but is typically computationally 

intensive. To circumvent the large computational demands of DVC, a more efficient method, fast 

iterative digital volume correlation (FIDVC) was developed116. The FIDVC algorithm can evaluate 

non-linear deformations of a 256 × 256 × 128 voxel volume in roughly 5 min on a standard CPU 

by using an iterative deformation method similar to that used in particle image velocimetry116.  

With our novel method to visualize the 3D geometry of the ECM, we have a unique 

opportunity to examine the material properties of networks in their native conformation. Forelimbs 

from embryonic day (E)14.5 murine embryos were decellularized as done previously115 and 

stained to visualize fibrillin-2 and proteoglycans in the ECM. Samples were imaged using confocal 

microscopy before and after the application of a known load. ECM deformation was calculated 

using FIDVC and converted to strain. We found that the amount of strain experienced by different 

proteins appeared to depend on whether the sub-region analyzed was in cartilage or the adjacent 

connective tissue. Quantification of strain in situ is the first step towards identifying the material 

properties of different ECM networks. Since it is at the mesoscopic level that the rigidity of the 

local cellular environment is conferred, knowledge of the material properties of specific ECM 

networks can have a profound impact on future studies in mechanobiology 

3.3 Experimental procedures 

3.3.1 Visualization of ECM fibril architecture in 3D 

Embryo harvest and decellularization 

All murine experiments were approved by the Purdue Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee (IACUC; protocol 1209000723). The Purdue IACUC ensures that all animal programs, 

procedures, and facilities at Purdue University adhere to the policies, recommendations, guidelines, 
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and regulations of the USDA and the United 

States Public Health Service in accordance with 

the Animal Welfare Act and Purdue’s Animal 

Welfare Assurance. C57BL/6 mice were time-

mated to generate E14.5 embryos. Dams were 

euthanized via CO2 inhalation and cervical 

dislocation. Embryos were removed from the 

uterine horns, rinsed in chilled 1× phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS), and the forelimbs were 

excised under a dissecting microscope 

(DFC450, Leica Microsystems) to avoid tissue 

damage.  

After dissection, forelimbs were 

decellularized to enhance the visualization of 

the ECM. To maintain the native architecture, 

a 3D polyacrylamide framework was generated 

within the forelimbs as previously described115. 

After polymerization, each forelimb was gently 

rocked in 1 mL 0.05% sodium dodecyl sulfate 

(SDS) with 1× Halt protease inhibitor (PI, 

ThermoFisher) in 1× PBS. SDS-PI solution 

was replaced every 24 hours until 

decellularization was complete after 3-5 days 

(Fig. 3.1). The samples swelled slightly due to 

the decellularization process; however, the 

swelling was found to be isotropic and only led 

to a 20% increase in whole embryo volume 

across time points115. Upon decellularization, 

samples were rinsed in 1× PBS and fixed with 

4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 1 hour at 

room temperature. After fixation with PFA, decellularized forelimbs were rinsed in 1× PBS and 

 

Figure 3.1. Experimental procedure. a. Decellularization 
of murine embryonic forelimbs allows the visualization 

of the extracellular matrix in its native conformation 
using confocal microscopy, after staining for ECM of 
interest. Decellularized forelimbs are imaged with an 

inverted confocal microscope while submerged in PBS. 
Embryo decellularization panels adapted from [12]. b. 
Volume images obtained before (cyan) and after load 

(magenta), corresponding to the same area of the digit, 
are correlated to extract displacements with fast iterative 
digital volume correlation (FIDVC). Displacements are 
analyzed and plotted in color as vector fields. Strain is 

calculated by fitting polynomial functions to each set of 
displacement values and then calculating their 

derivatives analytically, indicated by u(x) and u’(x). 
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then incubated in blocking buffer [10% donkey serum (Lampire) diluted in 1× PBS with 0.1% 

Triton X-100 (PBST)] for 16 hours at 4°C to increase permeability and block non-specific binding. 

Samples were then incubated with a primary antibody against fibrillin-2 (FBN2; 1:200; donated 

by R. Mecham), diluted in blocking buffer at 4°C for 48 hours with gentle rocking. Samples were 

rinsed 3×30 minutes with 0.1% PBST at 25°C, then incubated with AF633 donkey anti-rabbit 

(1:500; ThermoFisher) to visualize anti-FBN2 and AF488-conjugated wheat germ agglutinin 

(WGA; 1:100; ThermoFisher) to visualize proteoglycans, diluted in blocking buffer, at 4°C for 48 

hours. Samples were rinsed 3×30 minutes with 0.1% PBST at 25°C and stored in PBS at 4°C in a 

lightproof container until imaging. 

 

Image acquisition and load application 

Samples were imaged using an inverted Zeiss LSM 880 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss 

Microscopy) using either a 10× EC-Plan NeoFluar (NA = 0.3) or a 25× multi-immersion LD LCI 

Plan-Apochromat (NA = 0.8) objective (Figs. 3.1, 3.2). A dish suitable for confocal microscopy 

(Ibidi, 80421) was coated with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Sylgard 184; Dow Corning) and an 

8mm diameter well was created using a biopsy punch. XY alignment of the weight and the 

forelimb sample was facilitated by the PDMS well since it minimizes user error when placing the 

weight. The dimensions of the loading wells were such that they allowed unconfined compression 

of the decellularized forelimb samples and kept both the sample and the weight within the center 

of the dish. Samples were surrounded with sufficient 1× PBS to keep the sample hydrated for the 

duration of the experiment (~2 hours), but without excess that would cause the sample to translate 

or float (Fig. 3.1).  

The reference configuration was acquired by obtaining a 30-slice z-stack of images at 

2048×2048 pixels from a 25× objective with a corresponding resolution of 0.23 µm/pixel (x, y) 

and 1.23 µm/pixel (z) (Fig. 3.2). After acquisition of the reference z-stack, a static load of 0.52 

grams normal to the horizontal plane (-z) was applied by placing a custom-made weight over the 

sample with minimal disruption of the original sample position. The weight was manually placed 

over the sample using tweezers. Samples were allowed to equilibrate for 10 minutes before 

imaging the compressed configuration using the same imaging parameters as above, after adjusting 

the starting position to account for z-translation based on distinct material landmarks. The shape 

of the weight and the use of a PDMS well ensured the weight remained perpendicular to the sample 
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during imaging. The reference and compressed configurations were acquired for five E14.5 

forelimbs, all obtained from embryos from different litters, two of which are denoted as sample A 

and sample B. 

3.3.2 Quantification of ECM displacement 

Image processing 

Both the reference and compressed z-stacks were processed as follows. To remove some of 

the optical distortion inherent to confocal microscopy, the Nearest Neighbor Deconvolution 

function within the ZenBlue software package (Carl Zeiss Microscopy) was applied. Two regions 

of varying morphology were investigated to test that our method could resolve region-specific 

differences in mechanical properties, corresponding to the cartilage of the distal phalanx and the 

surrounding loose connective tissue (LCT; Fig. 3.2). For two E14.5 forelimbs imaged (Samples A 

and B), sub-stacks of cartilage (n=3) and LCT (n=3) in both reference and compressed 

configurations were created, and the FBN2 and WGA channels were separated using FIJI (NIH). 

Landmarks located in the first (bottom) and last (top) slices of the reference z-stacks were used as 

guides to align 22×22×15 µm3 sub-stacks of the same ECM location in both configurations (Figs. 

3.1, 3.2). The dimensions of each sub-stack were resampled to be 256×256×128 voxels using the 

Resize function in FIJI, so the spacing of the grid of material points created during FIDVC was 

smaller than the features of interest (e.g. fibrils). The image intensity values for each pair of sub-

stacks to be correlated were normalized using the Quantile Based Normalization plugin (FIJI). For 

each sub-stack the intensity values are ranked and divided into 256 quantiles. Then, each of the 

values in a quantile were replaced with the mean value of that quantile across all images in both 

z-stacks, resulting in a similar distribution of intensity values for both reference and compressed 

volume images.  

Similarly, to investigate the deformation and strain for each protein network at a regional 

level, larger sub-stacks (188×188×15 µm3) were prepared for correlation and analysis, as described 

above. As shown with the dashed, white box in Fig. 3.2a, these larger sub-stacks included both 

cartilage and LCT in the digit. Sub-stacks from 5 different forelimbs were analyzed to investigate 

the variability of our method across samples, with the goal of also quantifying regional strain 

differences at a larger spatial scale. The dimensions of each larger sub-stack were resampled to be 

1920×1920×128 voxels. 
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Digital volume correlation 

Image stacks were imported into MATLAB R2017b (MathWorks) as 3D arrays of 8-bit 

intensity values. The intensity arrays of the reference and compressed configurations were 

compared using the MATLAB-based FIDVC algorithm developed by Bar-Kochba et al., to extract 

the displacement fields of the ECM networks116. Displacements components ux, uy, uz, were 

calculated for a grid of material points evenly spaced every 8 pixels along XYZ, corresponding to 

voxels of 0.68×0.68×0.94 µm3 for the 22×22×15 µm3 sub-stacks, and 0.78×0.78×0.94 µm3 for the 

larger 188×188×15 µm3 sub-stacks. Voxels in the regional sub-stacks had a slightly lower 

 

Figure 3.2.Representative confocal images of a decellularized murine forelimb. a. Global confocal image of the 
developing forelimb stained with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA; green) and for fibrillin-2 (red) at 10× (bottom; 
scale bar = 500 μm) and at 25×, focusing on the distal phalange (top; scale bar = 100 μm). The location of the 

cartilage and the adjacent loose connective tissue are boxed and labeled in white. Dashed box (white) represents the 
area analyzed when quantifying regional differences, including both cartilage and the adjacent loose connective 

tissue in the same sub-stack. b. Composite images of the loose connective tissue (top) and the cartilage (bottom), 
indicating the spatial distribution offibrillin-2 (red) and WGA (green) (scale bar = 100 μm). c. Composite images of 
a representative sub-stack in the loose connective tissue (top) and the cartilage (bottom) corresponding to fibrillin-2 
(left) and WGA (right), showing an overlay of the reference (cyan) and compressed (magenta) (scale bar = 10 μm). 
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resolution due to the higher computational demands of processing these larger images. The 

features in the ECM networks of interest are <1 µm in diameter and thus the voxel dimensions of 

both regions remain smaller than the features we are trying to characterize. In addition to ux, uy, 

and uz, a cross correlation coefficient array was generated that quantitatively defined how well the 

intensity distribution mapped between the two configurations. Areas of low intensity, i.e. where 

there was no ECM, do not correlate well, leading to large erroneous displacements and small cross-

correlation coefficients. The displacement arrays were processed using a 3D Gaussian filter, and 

then areas that had a cross-correlation coefficient lower than 0.001 were removed, to eliminate 

aberrant displacements.  

 

Displacement analysis 

Network displacements were analyzed by plotting the normalized number of fibril voxels 

as a function of displacement magnitude |u| to compare the distribution of displacements among 

proteins and geometries. Displacement was only considered in voxels corresponding to ECM 

based on the intensity profile of each pair of correlated images. This avoided the quantification of 

displacements in regions not corresponding to the ECM networks, since they often have low cross 

correlation coefficients and may correspond to erroneous displacements. Vector fields representing 

displacement components and magnitude were plotted in 3D using MATLAB, as a qualitative 

metric of ECM deformation (Figs. 3.1, 3.3, 3.4). 
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Figure 3.3. Representative deformation response from sample B for WGA and fibrillin-2 sub-stacks of 22× 22×15 
μm3 in the cartilage and loose connective tissue. Displacements are represented as vector fields with color 

representing magnitude from 0 to 8 μm. Maximum principal strain (E1)is shown on the surface of the segmented 
ECM networks with color representing magnitude ranging from −0.4 to 0.8. 
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3.3.3 Validating fibril displacements  

To confirm that random motion of the network does not influence displacement 

measurements, control samples without a load applied were imaged 2×, with 15 minutes in 

 

Figure 3.4. Displacement fields for representative ECM sub-stacks from sample B. ux,uy, and uz were plotted for 
FBN2 and WGA in the loose connective tissue (top) and the cartilage (bottom) regions with color indicating 

magnitude and directionality of displacement. 
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between acquisition of each stack. The two pairs of z-stacks were compared with FIDVC as 

described above.  

 

Sample fabrication 

The compression-induced displacements of fluorescent particles in fibrin gels obtained with 

FIDVC were compared to those calculated using the TrackMate plug-in, as a control (FIJI)117. 

Fibrin gels were composed of human thrombin (Enzyme Research Laboratories), human 

fibrinogen (Enzyme Research Laboratories), AF488-conjugated fibrinogen (ThermoFisher), and 

Fluoro-Max Dyed Blue Aqueous Fluorescent Particles (ThermoFisher; diameter: 0.5 μm; 

concentration: 1% solids;). In brief, the fibrin gels were prepared by combining 5.7 μL human 

fibrinogen (14.15 mg/mL stock in 20 mM sodium citrate-HCl/ pH 7.4), 20 μL fluorophore-

conjugated fibrinogen (1 mg/mL stock in 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate/pH 8.3), 1.0 μL calcium 

chloride (2M in Milli-Q), and 73.3 μL PBS. The solution was briefly vortexed, combined with 1 

μL of the fluorescent particle working solution (1:10 in PBS), then vortexed again for 1 second. 

Then, 5 μL of thrombin solution (0.01 u/μL in Milli-Q) were added and the combined solution was 

again briefly vortexed. Approximately 100 μL of the resulting solution were pipetted into three 

equally sized droplets of fibrin in a 50-mm glass bottom petri dish. In preparation for compression 

experiments and to facilitate the polymerization of the gels into a cylindrical shape, supports made 

of PDMS were placed on either side of the droplets and a circular glass coverslip was placed over 

them. Light pressure was applied to ensure the top of the gels adhered to the coverslip. The dish 

was then covered to protect the gels from light and left to polymerize for 10 minutes on the bench. 

To prevent the gels from drying out, PBS was gently added to their surrounding space. 

 

Image acquisition and analysis 

The fibrin gels were imaged using an inverted Zeiss LSM 880 confocal microscope using a 

10×  EC-Plan NeoFluar (NA = 0.3) objective. An 850×850 μm2 area was selected for imaging 

based on visibility and quality of fibrils and fluorescent particles. Reference z-stacks, composed 

of 12 slices with △z = 5µm, were acquired. After the reference z-stacks were acquired, a weight 

of 27g was placed on the center of the glass plate and left to equilibrate for 15 minutes before 

imaging the compressed configuration. The z-stacks were then processed using FIJI to despeckle 

and remove outliers. The Remove Outliers feature was used to remove small bright pixels that 
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were significantly smaller than the fluorescent particle dimensions. TrackMate was used to analyze 

the images by calculating the uxy displacement of the fluorescent particles before and after 

compression of the gel, based on particle size and track quality. The obtained data was exported 

into MATLAB and the displacement magnitudes (|uxy|) were plotted as vector fields. Volume 

images were also processed as described in the previous section and compared with FIDVC to 

extract the displacements of the fluorescent particles.  

 

Displacement error calculation 

The FIDVC displacement values corresponding to those of fluorescent particles tracked by 

TrackMate were used to calculate the absolute error, by subtracting the TrackMate displacements 

from those obtained with FIDVC (Fig. 3.7). The location of the displacements calculated with 

FIDVC was found using the MATLAB function findpeaks. For each of the 4 fibrin gel 

compression experiments conducted, the average and standard deviation of the absolute error 

values were calculated for both the upper and lower half of the analyzed volume images, to 

investigate if z-position in the sample influenced the absolute displacement error. Further, the 

displacement field of the fluorescent particles and the fibrin fibrils in a sample were plotted (Fig. 

3.7c). The difference between the FIDVC displacements of fibrils and fluorescent particles within 

the same volume was calculated to compare how well the algorithm tracked components of 

different geometries (Fig. 3.7d). 

3.3.4 Calculation of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor 

The components of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor were calculated for the image volume 

from the FIDVC displacement components ux, uy, uz, for a grid of material points evenly spaced 

based on the image resolution. The deformation gradient and the Green-Lagrange strain tensors at 

each grid point were calculated as: 

                                      𝑭𝑭 = �
1 + 𝑢𝑢𝑥𝑥,𝑥𝑥 𝑢𝑢𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦 𝑢𝑢𝑥𝑥,𝑧𝑧
𝑢𝑢𝑦𝑦,𝑥𝑥 1 + 𝑢𝑢𝑦𝑦,𝑦𝑦 𝑢𝑢𝑦𝑦,𝑧𝑧
𝑢𝑢𝑧𝑧,𝑥𝑥 𝑢𝑢𝑧𝑧,𝑦𝑦 1 + 𝑢𝑢𝑧𝑧,𝑧𝑧

�                                      (3.1) 

                                                           𝑬𝑬 = 1
2

(𝑭𝑭𝑇𝑇𝑭𝑭 − 𝑰𝑰)                                                  (3.2) 
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where I is the identity tensor. The partial derivatives of the displacement components were 

calculated by fitting a polynomial across x, y, and z (Fig. 3.1) and analytically evaluating the 

derivative118. Here, displacement components included all values prior to elimination of those 

corresponding to low correlation coefficients and noise, in order to keep the interpolation functions 

from operating over large regions of blank space. The polynomial order was selected based on the 

norm of the residuals corresponding to polynomials orders 2-15. The 12th order polynomial 

provided the optimal fit, and a comparison of representative displacement components and the 

corresponding polynomial functions is shown in Fig. 3.9. The maximum principal strain, E1, was 

calculated by determining the eigenvalues of E in MATLAB. ECM strain was calculated in three 

sub-regions (22×22×15 µm3, each) within LCT and cartilage as well as in the larger network sub-

stacks (188×188×15 µm3) for each protein. For visualization purposes, representative sub-stacks 

were segmented in MATLAB, based on the image intensity array, and the networks were rendered 

in 3D using a colorimetric scale to represent the magnitude of E1 across the volume (Figs. 3.3, 3.5). 

Information on the ECM geometry was used to selectively segment regions corresponding to 

continuous structures in the LCT or cartilage and a threshold was set to prevent the 3D 

segmentation of small floating elements94,119–121.  

 

Strain analysis and statistics 

Average ECM network strain for each 22×22×15 µm3 sub-stack was calculated to compare 

the response of different proteins and regions to the applied load. The average maximum principal 

strain was used a metric to compare across proteins and geometries (LCT-FBN2; LCT-WGA; 

cartilage-FBN2; cartilage-WGA) since the 3D reconstructions are unable to show the internal 

strains, are subject to visual interpretation, and only represent the values at the surface. Therefore, 

the average maximum principal strains are a more representative and informative metric of the 

ECM network deformation across proteins and tissue types. Prior to the calculation of their average, 

strain values were subjected to a 3D Gaussian filter. Strain values greater than 1 or less than -1 

were not included in the average calculation since these outliers represented <2% of each 

component of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor. Further, strain values corresponding to small, 

floating elements were not included in the ECM network segmentations. 

Averages and the corresponding standard deviations were calculated using MATLAB and 

then plotted with GraphPad Prism 7.03 (GraphPad Software). A two-way ANOVA was performed 
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using GraphPad Prism, α=0.05, to determine if the normal components of the Green-Lagrange 

strain tensor, Exx, Eyy, Ezz, and E1 significantly vary as a function of protein and region. A post-

hoc Tukey HSD test was used to identify significant differences between groups. The same 

approach was taken in analyzing E1 corresponding to the ECM networks in the 188×188×15 µm3 

sub-stacks. Average regional (LCT, cartilage) E1 were calculated for each protein (FBN2, WGA). 

Then, E1 averages were combined by group (LCT-FBN2; LCT-WGA; cartilage-FBN2; cartilage-

WGA) across 5 samples by calculating their mean and standard deviation (Fig. 3.5b). A two-way 

ANOVA was performed using GraphPad Prism, α=0.05, to determine if E1 significantly varied as 

a function of protein and region. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Comparison of maximum principal strain (E1) from large ECM networks. a. Representative ECM 
networks fibrillin-2 (left) and WGA (right) segmented in 3D with color representing the magnitude of E1 (scale 

bar=50 μm). b. Average E1 for each protein in each region from the large ECM networks across 5 different 
embryonic samples is dependent on protein (p ≤ 0.032, two-way ANOVA). Tukey post-hoc comparison did not 

show significant differences between individual groups (n =5; bar =S.D.). 
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Fibril deformation 

Our method presents an opportunity to investigate and define the material behavior of the 

ECM in the native 3D configuration. By first decellularizing embryonic tissues and maintaining 

their structural integrity, we can visualize the 3D geometry of independent ECM networks, before 

and after loading. E14.5 embryonic forelimbs were stained for FBN2, an ECM component that is 

found in microfibrils and elastin. Samples were counterstained with fluorophore-conjugated WGA, 

a lectin that selectively binds to n-acetyl glucosamine and sialic acid, labeling a subset of 

proteoglycans in the ECM. For brevity, the two networks are referred to as FBN2 and WGA. 

Correlation of the reference and compressed configurations using FIDVC showed that the 

displacements of the ECM net- works were heterogeneous in both the cartilage and LCT (Fig. 3.3). 

Since similar displacements are seen across samples, only those corresponding to sample B are 

shown as representative displacement fields (Figs. 3.3, 3.4). In both samples, displacements were 

the greatest in the direction of load (−z). However, displacements of the same order of magnitude 

were seen in the xy plane in the opposite direction, due to the Poisson effect (Fig. 3.4). In the 

cartilage region, the displacement components (ux, uy, uz) and the displacement magnitude (∣u∣) 

for FBN2 and WGA had similar distributions (Figs. 3.3, 3.4). The locations of maximal 

displacement varied between FBN2 and WGA; potentially due to differences in the spatial 

distribution of each ECM network’s fibrillar structures, how these structures are interacting with 

each other, crosslinks between them, and chain entanglement. On the contrary, FBN2 and WGA 

in LCT exhibited different deformation profiles (Figs. 3.3, 3.4). Greater displacements were seen 

in the FBN2 fibrils than the WGA-stained proteoglycans (Fig. 3.3), potentially related to the length 

between the components of the two networks. 

3.4.2 Fibril strain 

ECM sub-regions 

After correlation of the reference and compressed image volumes with FIDVC, ECM strain 

in situ was obtained by calculating the partial derivatives of the displacement components. Similar 

trends in maximum principal strain, E1, and the normal strains of E were observed in the two 

different samples (Figs. 3.6, 3.8). Sample B had slightly higher maximum principal strains than 
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Sample A, which might be due to slight differences in ECM spatial distribution and z-location of 

the analyzed 22×22×15 µm3 sub-regions between samples. The heterogeneous geometry of the 

forelimb might also be causing these differences. For Sample A, both protein (0.0021 < p ≤ 0.032) and 

region (i.e. LCT, cartilage) (0.0002 < p ≤ 0.0021) had a significant effect on the average E1, as 

found by two-way ANOVA. Protein composition significantly influenced E1 in the cartilage sub-

regions (0.0021 < p ≤ 0.032). In LCT, FBN2 had a significantly higher E1 than WGA (0.0002 < p 

≤ 0.0021) (Figs. 3.3, 3.6). For Sample B, only the protein was found to have a significant effect 

on E1 (p ≤ 0.0002) and similar trends were observed for both E1 and the normal strains (Figs. 3.6, 

3.8a). The region of interest had a significant effect on the average Exx and Eyy (p ≤ 0.032; Fig. 

3.8a). Ezz was larger than Exx and Eyy in both samples, which is consistent with uz being greater 

than ux and uy regardless of protein and region (Figs. 3.4, 3.8a). The shear strains of both samples 

were lower than the normal strains and E1, ranging from -0.014 to 0.018, for both samples (Fig. 

3.8b). This indicates that the predominant mode of loading was axial since the ECM is not 

undergoing large shear distortion in any two directions.  

 

 

Figure 3.6. Comparison of independent samples reveals similar trends in ECM strain profiles. Maximum principal 
strain (E1) for sample A (left) and sample B (right) was dependent on both protein and region (p ≤0.0021; p ≤ 0.032, 

respectively, two-way ANOVA). Tukey post-hoc comparison showed significant differences between individual 
groups (*0.0021 < p ≤ 0.032; **0.0002 < p ≤ 0.0021) (n=3; bars = S.D.). 
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ECM networks 

To minimize any bias introduced via the sub-region selection process, larger areas 

encompassing both cartilage and LCT were analyzed. Similar trends were observed as in the 

smaller sub-regions, though the differences between protein and tissue type were attenuated. The 

regional E1 averages for each protein (FBN2, WGA) from large ECM network sub-stacks 

(188×188×15 µm3) across 5 different embryonic samples, showed similar trends (Fig. 3.5). Protein 

type was found to significantly affect the average E1 (p ≤ 0.032). Notably, FBN2 in LCT had a 

substantially, but not significantly, higher E1 average than WGA (p = 0.0564), consistent with the 

sub-region analysis. Small standard deviations in the strain values across samples, indicate the 

repeatability of this technique.  

 

 

Figure 3.7. Error quantification and analysis. a. Representative displacement vector field resulting from the fast-
iterative digital volume correlation (FIDVC) of the same configuration imaged twice, without the application of 

load for WGA (top) and FBN2 (bottom). Displacement magnitude (in the order of picometers) is shown with color 
in the vector field. b. Representative absolute displacement error distribution for fibrin gel compression experiment 

and FIDVC. c. Displacement fields of the fibrils (top) and the fluorescent particles (bottom) in the fibrin gels 
generated for FIDVC displacement validation. d. Representative absolute difference between the FIDVC-calculated 

displacement of fluorescent particles and the adjacent fibrils. 
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3.4.3 Displacement error 

After imaging control samples without a load applied 2×, the displacements resulting from 

FIDVC indicate that there is minimal noise in our system (Fig. 3.7a). The TrackMate plug-in (FIJI) 

was used as a control to validate the displacements obtained with FIDVC. TrackMate and FIDVC 

lead to similar vector fields, however, there are significantly fewer data points in the field resulting 

from TrackMate. This is potentially due to the tracking parameters we have established and the 

particle size we have selected as a target. There are many fluorescent particles that are not tracked 

by TrackMate, yet they are accounted for with FIDVC. For instance, there were only 117 particles 

tracked by TrackMate, while FIDVC leads to 295 non-zero displacement magnitudes in a 

representative sample. Nonetheless, >90% of the absolute error values are less than 10% of the 

maximum displacement (10 µm), while the average displacement was 6.67 µm. Displacement 

magnitudes (xy) calculated with FIDVC appeared to be an overestimate of those calculated with 

TrackMate. The average for the absolute error across compression experiments seems to be 

consistent (Fig. 3.7b). Standard deviations remain in the same order of magnitude as the absolute 

error average across samples (Table 3.1). Furthermore, the z-position of the tracked displacements 

appears to influence the absolute displacement error values, as shown in Table 3.1. In addition, 

the displacement of both particles and fibrils in the same sample were calculated with FIDVC, 

showing good agreement between components of different geometries (Figs. 3.7c, 3.7d). 

3.5 Discussion 

The results presented here demonstrate the unique ability of our method to resolve and 

quantify 3D geometry-specific ECM deformation and strain. Characterizing ECM network 

deformation is possible through confocal microscopy of immunostained, decellularized embryonic 

tissues before and after mechanical loading. During embryonic development, the ECM architecture 

is less dense, making it easier to visualize and manipulate compared to most adult tissues that are 

denser with individual networks that are difficult to resolve. Image processing and FIDVC 

algorithms were used to extract the displacement and strain fields of 3D networks. This allowed 

us to resolve geometry-specific strains of independent ECM when a load was applied to the entire 

tissue sample. There are some key limitations to the presented method and its resulting conclusions. 
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Nevertheless, the development of a methodology to quantify strain is a critical first step towards 

characterizing the material behavior of different ECM networks in situ. 

The steps taken to visualize the 3D geometry of the ECM may influence the mechanical 

properties of the samples. Treatment with SDS has been confirmed to not interfere with the spatial 

organization of the ECM. However, detergents may disrupt these fibrillar structures if delicate 

embryonic samples are decellularized for too long. Since visual inspection is subjective, it is best 

to limit the time that the samples are submerged in detergents to 3-5 days. Although the tissues 

were fixed with PFA, which might increase intrafibrillar crosslinking, previous work showed that 

the bulk tissue mechanics were not significantly altered. Furthermore, the presence of a 

polyacrylamide framework likely influences ECM deformation since it increases the overall 

rigidity of the embryonic tissue and may deform differently. Unfortunately, the 3D organization 

and spatial distribution of the polyacrylamide framework could not be resolved, confounding our 

ability to elucidate potential interactions with the ECM structures we characterized. Future work 

will analyze ECM strain in decellularized embryonic tissues without the polyacrylamide support 

to quantify the influence of this framework.  

Several imaging parameters should be considered when calculating compression induced 

ECM strain. First, a suitable z-resolution must be allowed by selecting a z-step size that is smaller 

than the features of interest. In this work, the individual ECM fibrillar structures were <1 µm in 

diameter, whereas, the step size between z-slices was 1.23 µm. This discrepancy could lead to an 

overestimation of the ECM dimensions in the z-direction resulting in an underestimation of strain. 

Further, the values obtained for displacement and strain could have been influenced by the z-

position of the imaging planes within the E14.5 forelimb due to the heterogeneous spatial 

distribution of the ECM in the developing cartilage and its adjacent connective tissue. The 

consistent selection of ECM features to use as landmarks for imaging of the reference and 

compressed configurations was crucial for obtaining comparable results. Future work will generate 

datasets with smaller step sizes to determine the effect of z-resolution on compressive strain 

distribution. Additionally, a sensitivity analysis will be needed to ensure strain values are 

independent of imaging parameters, particularly in the z-direction.  

The heterogeneous geometry of the forelimb challenged the application of a normal load 

that remained perpendicular during imaging. This was solved by using a PDMS loading well that 

constrained the weight from moving and potentially translating the samples. To minimize the 
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effect of biological variability might have on forelimb dimensions, all litters were harvested at 

noon to obtain samples at a consistent stage of embryonic development (E14.5). All samples were 

oriented dorsal side up and the same region of the distal phalanx of the third digit was imaged on 

all forelimbs. Despite potential sample to sample variability, the maximum principal strain 

averaged over 5 different biological replicates showed similar trends and a significant difference 

in E1 between ECM (Fig. 3.5). The heterogeneous and spatially dependent distribution of the ECM 

in the developing forelimb was the basis for the selection of this tissue, given our objective to 

resolve quantitative differences in the strain experienced by different proteins as a function of 

tissue type (e.g. cartilage, LCT). Since the proteins have different 3D organizations, the observed 

stiffness, or resistance to deformation, is likely related to both variations in geometry and material 

behavior; however due to the heterogeneous geometry of the samples, stress was not calculated in 

this study. Without thorough characterization of the geometry variability across both tissue 

samples and the ECM protein networks themselves, it was not possible to quantify the geometric 

effect from the strain differences due to material behavior. Future studies will focus on resolving 

these effects by utilizing samples with more homogenous geometries. 

Confocal microscopy allowed for the acquisition of high-resolution images and to 

distinguish independent 3D networks. Small 22×22×15 µm3 sub-stacks were selected to have 

greater control over the region and location of the investigated ECM components (e.g. fibrils) and 

their strain and deformation. The selection of small sub-stacks led to some drawbacks in data 

analysis, one of which was the up-sampling of data through image processing prior to FIDVC. As 

outlined in the Methods section, the number of pixels corresponding to these volume images was 

adjusted in FIJI through the Resize function, which resized images by interpolating pixel intensities. 

This interpolation resulted in more relevant image arrays than those created by repeating individual 

intensity values to adjust size. However, this can lead to sub-stacks consisting of primarily 

interpolated data, depending on where in the volume images they were selected. To mitigate the 

effect of small sub-stack location, larger sub-stacks of ECM networks across 188×188×15 µm3 

were analyzed. Notably, similar trends in protein and region strain were observed between the 

different sized data sets, indicating that our method of deriving strain from displacement worked 

on both small homogenous and larger heterogeneous geometries. The calculated strains suggest 

that WGA is stiffer than FBN2 in the LCT, while both proteins have similar stiffness in the 

cartilage configuration (Fig. 3.6). Alternatively, the differences in displacement distributions 
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between the cartilage and LCT could be due to the heterogeneous ECM organization, leading to 

region-dependent displacements. Future work will be needed to identify the ideal z-step size 

needed to more accurately calculate displacements without interpolation.  

 

Due to the nature of this fibrillar material, accurate measurement of individual strain tensor 

components using displacements derived from FIDVC will be challenging since these will be 

affected by fibril translation and specimen orientation. Representation of strain using invariants 

(e.g. principal strains) circumvents this issue and enables the comparison of the response of 

different ECM components to loading. However, to definitively determine if the displacements 

observed are due to changes in fibril length or simply network reorganization or translation, 

analysis of larger volumes that include features that can be used as fiduciary markers will be 

essential. These features, such as intra/inter-network cross-links, will be ECM and tissue 

dependent and will require high-resolution imaging over multiple time steps to identify if changes 

 

Figure 3.8. Comparison of Green-Lagrange strain components across independent samples. a. Significant 
differences between normal strains (Exx, Eyy, Ezz) across proteins and regions for sample A (left) and sample B 

(right) identified via a two-way ANOVA post-hoc Tukey test comparison are shown (*0.0021 < p ≤ 0.032; 
**0.0002 < p ≤ 0.0021) (n=3; bars = S.D.), revealing similar trends in ECM strain profiles. b. Shear strain 

components (Exy, Exz, Eyz) for sample A (left) and Sample B (right) (n = 3; bars = S.D.). 
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in geometry are due to reorganization/translation or material deformation. Alternatively, artificial 

landmarks can be imposed on the fibrils by using techniques such as photobleaching. If uncertainty 

in determining variations in strain of individual fibril components persists even with high-

resolution imaging, we will instead use overall network features to map tissue deformation and 

strain.  

In accordance with Nyquist criterion, any analysis or calculations based on DVC should 

have voxel dimensions smaller than the features of interest in the images118,122,123. The individual 

ECM fibrillar structures in this work were < 1 μm in diameter. Given the tradeoff between imaging 

time, the resolution and working distance of the objectives used, and our computational capabilities, 

the study was limited by our image processing resources and the step size between z-slices was 

1.23 μm. The discrepancy between z-step and fibril dimensions could lead to an overestimation of 

ECM dimensions in the z-direction resulting in an underestimation of strain. Now that we 

established the feasibility for this pipeline to track fibrils within heterogeneous tissues before and 

after loading, our future studies will expand to include submicron-resolution analysis of large, full-

field network images (~400×400×100 μm3) with supercomputing resources. Additionally, a 

sensitivity analysis will be needed to ensure displacement values are independent of imaging 

parameters, particularly in the z-direction. 

The choice of displacement as an intermediate step to calculate strain has a direct effect on 

the results. In this study, quantification of displacement allowed for the calculation of strain 

through polynomial fitting and the evaluation of analytical derivatives in as a function of xyz 

position (Fig. 3.9). As shown when plotting the FIDVC data and the displacement polynomial fit, 

the quality of the fits varies but overall showed a good representation of the data. Non-fibril 

displacements were included in the data the polynomial functions were fitted to due to a couple of 

reasons. First, there is an intensity gradient present between the ECM fibrils (bright) and the non-

fibril space (dark). The changes in intensity between the bright fibrils and the dark non-fibril space 

varied depending on fibril geometry, orientation, and network 3D organization, in combination 

with the imaging parameters that might also be responsible for this gradient-like border defining 

the ECM fibrils. Therefore, eliminating the displacements on non-fibril spaces would potentially 

eliminate fibril displacements that are just below the threshold but are still relevant. More 

importantly, eliminating non-fibril displacements can introduce discontinuities when plotting the 

data and lead to a further interpolation between fibril displacements.  
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Table 3.1. FIDVC absolute displacement error 

 

 |uxy| (µm) (upper half) |uxy| (µm) (lower half) 

Fibrin gel compression 1 0.673 ± 0.586 0.331± 0.517 

Fibrin gel compression 2 0.458± 0.649 0.159± 0.123 

Fibrin gel compression 3 0.363± 0.409 0.129± 0.121 

Fibrin gel compression 4 0.462± 0.240 0.170± 0.185 

 

Given the relationship between displacement and strain, it was of interest to validate 

displacements obtained with FIDVC and quantify the error pertaining to our imaging procedure 

(Fig. 3.7). By using fluorescent particles in a fibrin gel, we measured the displacement error related 

to FIDVC. The average absolute errors obtained were approximately an order of magnitude 

smaller than displacement due to compression; similar to previously reported FIDVC displacement 

errors. There appeared to be an influence of z-position in the absolute FIDVC error. This might be 

due to the nature of the compression experiments; the upper half of the fibrin gel was closer to the 

applied load, potentially leading to greater particle movement or making it more challenging for 

TrackMate to successfully track all present particles. The calculation of absolute error was limited 

to only the particles TrackMate could successfully track, and it did not involve displacement in the 

z-direction. Therefore, this meant that over half of the FIDVC displacements were not involved in 

the calculation of absolute error. Further, the FIDVC z-displacement error and its reliability are 

yet to be quantified in our hands.  

The greatest displacement component was uz, while the greatest strain component was Ezz, 

both of which correspond to the direction of the applied load (-z) (Figs. 3.3, 3.4). The results of 

FIDVC indicate a maximum displacement of 8 µm in the direction of the load (Fig. 3.4). During 

imaging, landmarks used as guides for alignment were observed to also displace roughly 6-8 µm 

due to compression. Discrepancies in the visual representations of displacement and strain were 

observed, potentially due to the choice of segmentation algorithm used to reconstruct ECM fibrillar 

network structures and visualize strain in 3D. These discrepancies might also depend on the 

number of material grid points fit to the polynomials. Further work will be conducted to fully 

characterize the effects of the number of material grid points and the segmentation algorithm. 
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Figure 3.9. Gaussian filtered FIDVC displacement components at 3 representative positions (indicated by different 
colors) in sample B, including their corresponding polynomial fit. Negative z-displacements are in the direction of 

the applied load. 
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 DESIGN AND VALIDATION OF A MODULAR MICRO-ROBOTIC 
SYSTEM FOR THE MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF SOFT 

TISSUES 

 

 

 

This chapter is a draft of a manuscript currently in preparation for publication. 

4.1 Abstract 

Characterizing the mechanical properties of tissues is of interest to scientists looking to 

engineer tissues capable of restoring functionality. Tissues are primarily comprised of cells and 

the extracellular matrix (ECM), a dynamic network of macromolecules that regulates cellular 

behavior and provides a substrate for tissue structure and organization. Interactions between cells 

and the ECM contribute to the mechanical functionality of tissues. Mechanical characterization of 

tissues is vital for understanding the cellular microenvironment and defining design parameters for 

scaffolding with applications in regenerative medicine. When characterizing tissues that are loaded 

in tension in vivo, uniaxial loading is the appropriate and physiologically relevant modality. The 

mechanical characterization of soft and small tissues is challenging due to difficulties in 

manipulating samples with small dimensions and resolving forces of low magnitudes. There are 

few to no instruments able to test at the scale of nano (nN) and micronewtons (µN). To address 

this gap, our goal was to develop a system that can perform tensile testing to characterize 

mechanical properties of soft biomaterials and small tissues. The modularity and adaptability of 

this system allowed us to couple it with a dissecting microscope in order to visualize tissue 

deformation during mechanical testing and thus facilitating the calculation of optical strain. Our 

data demonstrate the capability of the micromanipulator and spring system to resolve the force 

contribution of a sample of interest. This system can to resolve a variety of mechanical responses 

and accommodate for several biologically relevant geometries and stiffnesses. Lastly, our system 

was used to investigate tendon mechanics, and was able to resolve an increase in tangent moduli 

as a function of development. This instrument can be further  utilized to mechanically characterize 
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soft biomaterials and small tissues and provide physiologically-relevant design parameters for 

scaffolding that seek to emulate native tissue mechanics. 

4.2 Introduction 

Biological tissues perform a myriad of functions and vary broadly in composition and 

mechanical properties. Tissues are comprised of cells and the extracellular matrix (ECM), a 

dynamic network of macromolecules that regulates cellular behavior and provides a substrate for 

tissue structure and organization2. Interactions between cells and the ECM contribute to the 

mechanical functionality of tissues. Mechanical forces are among important factors that drive 

cellular function and organization. The mechanical properties of tissue change significantly with 

age and under different disease states and the identification of the mechanical properties of tissues 

on the macroscopic scale can be used in assessing the functionality of a soft tissue124–126. Therefore, 

the ability to uniaxially load tissues while taking force measurement is instrumental to probe 

material properties. The small size and susceptibility to damage of soft embryonic tissues and 

biomaterials limit the use of tensile testing instruments otherwise used for adult soft tissues. 

Further, there is difficulty in preparing and fixing samples of a few millimeters in length. 

Alternatively, AFM can be used to characterize tissues mechanically. We previously developed a 

novel technique to measure cell and ECM stiffness of viable developing tissues at the mesoscale 

using atomic force microscopy; yet, compression is not always a useful mode of testing tissues 

that undergo tensile loading in vivo2,14. Compression is the suitable testing modality for hydrogels 

and other biomaterials designed to withstand compressive forces, for instance, when seeking to 

recapitulate cartilage. However, connective tissues such as tendon are cyclically loaded in tension 

for the transfer of load from muscle to bone. Under compression, fibrils tend to buckle and are 

considered to have a negligible contribution to compressive tissue stress127–129. Further, cells exert 

tensile forces onto their surrounding microenvironment and thus ECM networks and fibrils are 

frequently uniaxially loaded in vivo7.  

For the application of uniaxial loading, the mechanism used to securely grab the sample, 

the calculation of strain, and the resolution of the force sensor are important considerations 

depending on the size and stiffness of the samples to be tested. Examples of attachment techniques 

include serrated clamps, adhesives, suturing or winding with wire or thread depending on the tissue 

type71,130,131. Techniques used to fix soft tissues for mechanical testing can be grouped into the 
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following categories: modifying the clamp interface geometry, incorporating additional materials 

such as an adhesive, or modifying the specimen’s mechanical properties in the clamped region for 

a better mechanical attachment130. Attaching soft biological samples via clamps or winding can be 

difficult due to low friction which can lead to slipping130,132,133. Further, small (~2 mm) samples 

may pose a challenge for some conventional attachment techniques like clamping, suturing and 

winding, if the equipment that is readily available is not sufficiently small for practical application. 

Besides sample attachment, strain calculation is another variable to consider. Strain is commonly 

calculated by measuring the displacement of the mechanical system itself, or by tracking the 

displacement of the sample of interest using optical surface markers134–136. One advantage of using 

optical markers (e.g. blue microspheres, graphite) is that the deformation of the sample is directly 

observed, avoiding errors attributed to the sample slipping out from its attachments. Digital image 

correlation algorithms are frequently used to track these optical markers and automate strain 

calculation during mechanical testing74. Alternatively, grip-to-grip strain is often calculated but 

cannot capture regional sample variations and is subjected to error in the case of slipping at the 

interface between tissue and the grips. In terms of force measurements and sample dimensions, 

biomaterials and soft tissues tested have ranged from 500 µm137 for a self-assembled biomaterial 

to 20 mm for adult rat Achilles and tail tendon fascicles135, for instance. The force threshold and 

resolution for uniaxial tensile tests can range from 11 nN137 to 0.0025 N138, depending on the 

material properties and geometry of the tissue of interest.  

The mechanical characterization of soft and small tissues is challenging due to difficulties 

in manipulating samples with small dimensions and resolving forces of low magnitudes. Further, 

mechanical interactions between cells and the ECM at the network scale contribute to the 

development and function of tissues at the macroscale1,139. However, the mechanical properties of 

multifunctional ECM polymers, like type I collagen, fibrin and fibronectin, and the mechanical 

influence of these polymers during tissue growth and remodeling is not completely understood. 

Mechanical characterization of tissues and ECM is vital for understanding the cellular 

microenvironment during growth and development and for defining design parameters for 

scaffolding with applications in regenerative medicine. To address this gap, our goal was to 

develop a system that can perform uniaxial tensile tests to characterize mechanical properties of 

soft biomaterials and small tissues by recording force measurements and visualizing samples for 

the calculation of optical strain. We adapted a commercially available micromanipulator system 
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using custom 3D printed springs and frames fabricated to accommodate a range of sample 

geometries and stiffness. Our system was able to resolve a variety of mechanical responses and 

assess tendon mechanics as a function of development. Embryonic tendons provide an ideal tissue 

to test with our system, given their loading in vivo and that they have the correct aspect ratio for 

uniaxial loading. Additionally, embryonic tendons are highly cellular and include low density 

ECM networks that we are interested in eventually characterizing.  

4.3 Materials and Methods 

4.3.1 Development of a modular tensile testing system 

A commercially available micromanipulator system (FT-RS1002, FemtoTools) and force 

sensing probes (FT-S10’000 and FT-S100’000, FemtoTools) were adapted for uniaxial loading of 

small, soft biological tissues and biomaterials. The micromanipulator system maneuvers in x, y, 

and z directions with a displacement range of 5nm-26mm, and the microforce sensing probes 

resolve forces from 5nN – 100mN. In order to mechanically test a variety of soft tissues, custom 

springs and frames were designed and fabricated to accommodate a range of samples with varying 

geometries and stiffnesses (Fig. 4.1). Frames were drawn in Adobe Illustrator (Adobe Inc) and  

laser cut out of 100μm-thick polyethylene terephthalate (PET) using a Universal Laser VLS3.50. 

PET frames kept the samples in a static configuration and minimized damage while staining, 

processing and mounting onto the 3D printed springs. The spring and  micromanipulator assembly 

were securely mounted onto an optical table using custom-built fixtures to avoid undesired part 

movement during testing and consequent system damage (Fig. 4.1). A dissecting microscope (M80, 

Leica Microsystems) was also mounted onto the optical table in order to visualize the sample 

during set-up and minimize damage, as well as for the calculation of optical strain.  

Springs were designed using SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes),  3D printed (ProJet MJP 

2500) using UV curable plastic (M2R-CL, VisiJet), and post-processed following the 

manufacturer’s guidelines. A liquid-retention basin incorporated into the spring design kept 

samples hydrated with PBS (Fig. 4.1C). The spring was connected to the micromanipulator system 

via a pillar that vertically offsets the microforce sensor, away from the PBS, to minimize risk of 

damaging electronics, serving as an interface between the rest of the hardware and the sample. The 

resolution on the 3D printer was not sufficient to create an interface with the desired dimensions 
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onto which the hook at the end of the microforce sensor probe could attach. Therefore, a small 

PET hook-interface was laser cut and adhered onto the Spring at the top of the pillar using Loctite 

Super Glue Gel  Control. The PET hook interface was designed to facilitate attachment to the 

hooked probe at the end of the sensor. The SolidWorks simulation tool was used to perform finite 

element analyses to inform how geometric design changes would impact the function of the spring 

in order to expedite design iterations for new biological samples. Static simulations were executed 

to observe the stress and displacement responses to an applied force load. Assembly constraints 

were treated as bonded contact sets, material properties were defined for assembly components, 

and an external force load was applied to simulate the microforce sensor pulling on the spring 

(Appendix  A). Simulations were run with and without a roller-slider fixture that would prevent 

the spring from moving out of the XY plane. Assembly components were treated as linear elastic 

isotropic materials with the following elastic moduli: frames and hook-interface [PET, 2,960 MPa], 

and microforce sensor [AISI 1035 Steel (SS), 205,000 MPa]. The elastic modulus for the 3D 

printing polymer, M2R-CL, listed by the manufacturer were 1,500-2,000 MPa. The elastic 

modulus of the M2R-CL 3D printed spring was calculated using the SolidWorks simulation tools 

and empirical data. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic of mechanical resting set-up. A. Dissecting microscope and mechanical testing assembly B. 
FemtoTools micromanipulator and spring assembly. C. The microforce sensor has a custom probe that connects the 
micromanipulator to the spring, enabling the samples to remain hydrated in PBS. Samples are glued onto frames and 

loaded onto the spring. SolidWorks model of sample before D and during E tensile testing. 
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Mechanical Testing Protocol 

PET frame-sample units were manually loaded onto the spring and cut with angled scissors 

prior to mechanical testing allowing the sample to extend freely during uniaxial loading. The 

length of each sample was measured optically to determine the appropriate speed to achieve the 

desired strain rate  based on actuator displacement. Custom LabVIEW programs were written to 

control the movements of the micromanipulator and to automate testing by prescribing the 

direction, magnitude, and speed of displacement. Force measurements were recorded at 100Hz. 

The dissecting microscope magnification was adjusted to enable visualization of sample 

throughout testing. A camera (INFINITY3-3URC, Lumenera) was coupled to the scope for 

simultaneous video acquisition and mechanical testing. For 2.5× magnification, the region of 

interest (ROI) during video acquisition was 6.2×4.7 mm2 and 1936×1456  pixels. The exposure 

time was adjusted for each sample to optimize contrast between the sample and fiducial lines using 

the camera’s software package (INFINITY ANALYZE 6.5, Lumenera). Frame rate was dependent 

on exposure time and ranged from 3.4 to 7.2 frames per second. The contribution of the spring, or 

baseline, was measured prior to every test by recording the force vs. displacement of the spring in 

the system without a sample. 

 

Data analysis 

After tensile testing was completed, the baseline force readings (i.e. spring alone) were 

subtracted from the force recorded for each sample to isolate the force contribution of the material 

of interest. To calculate stress, the isolated force for each sample was divided by the cross-sectional 

area. The FIJI (NIH) getSplineCoordinates macro was modified and used to manually draw 

segmented polylines over the fiducial lines on each frame from the recorded video, each polyline 

was converted into a smoothed spline, and the x and y position of each point along the splines was 

output as an array on a .txt file. A custom MATLAB (MathWorks) algorithm was written to import 

the output arrays from FIJI and calculate the average distance between fiducial lines for each frame 

from the recorded video using the x and y coordinates from the FIJI output. Optical strain was 

calculated using the equation (Li – L0)/L0, where L0 is the average distance between fiducial lines 

for the first frame of the video, and Li is the average distance between fiducial lines for each 

subsequent frame (Fig. 4.2).  
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An appropriate sampling rate (i.e. frame step size) for strain was selected based on the 

test’s strain rate and video acquisition parameters. Since the acquisition rate for stress and strain 

data differed, the timestamps for both datasets were used to align stress with corresponding strain 

values. Briefly, using the video information, a time array corresponding to the strain datapoints 

was generated. The values in this array were then located in the stress time array to match stress 

and strain values, therefore, only stress values that aligned temporally with strain values were used. 

The stress and strain data were plotted, and curve fitting algorithms were used to describe it via a 

polynomial function. R2 values between second-degree and fourth-degree polynomial functions 

were compared, and the highest R2 value was selected as the most appropriate polynomial fit for 

the data. The derivative of the polynomial function at a selected strain value was used to calculate 

the tangent moduli at a specific strain value. 

4.3.2 Sample preparation 

Developing tendons 

 

Figure 4.2. Strain calculations. A. A FIJI macro is used to manually trace the fiducial lines from frames of the 
recorded videos, and the X and Y coordinates of each manually drawn line is returned (b=bone insertion attached to 
the fixed end, m=muscle insertion attached to the movable end of the system). B. A MATLAB algorithm is used to 
measure the average horizontal distance between fiducial lines for each selected frame. Strain is calculated relative 

to the initial distance between fiducial lines. 
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All murine experiments were 

approved by the Purdue Animal Care 

and Use Committee (PACUC; protocol 

1209000723). PACUC ensures that all 

animal programs, procedures, and 

facilities at Purdue University adhere to 

the policies, recommendations, 

guidelines, and regulations of the USDA 

and the United States Public Health 

Service in accordance with the Animal 

Welfare Act and Purdue’s Animal 

Welfare Assurance. C57BL/6 mice were 

time-mated to generate embryonic day 

(E)16.5, and E18.5 embryos, as well as 

postnatal day (P)0 pups. Dams were 

euthanized via CO2 inhalation, which 

was confirmed using cervical 

dislocation. Embryos were removed 

from the uterine horns, rinsed in chilled 

1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and 

the hindlimbs were excised at the hip 

joint. Pups were euthanized by 

decapitation and the hindlimbs removed 

and placed in ice cold PBS. Tibialis 

anterior (TA) muscle-tendon-bone units 

were dissected by removing the skin 

with tweezers and then the surrounding 

connecting tissue with a blade under a 

dissecting microscope (DFC450, Leica 

Microsystems) to avoid tissue damage. 

The bone and muscle insertions were 

 

Figure 4.3. Experimental methods shown with an E16.5 embryo 
and tendon. A. Tendons were removed excised from hindlimb by 
first removing the skin and exposing the tibialis anterior (muscle-
tendon-bone unit; TA) and the extensor digitorum longus (EDL). 
Then the TA was carefully dissected using fine tweezers and an 

11-blade to separate the surrounding connective tissue. In order to 
minimize damage to the tendon (t) during decellularization, 

staining, handling, as well as to attach them to the 3D printed 
spring part during mechanical testing, TAs were glued onto PET 
frames using Loctite (L) from the muscle (m) and the bone (b) 
insertions (bars = 1mm). B. Z-projection of z-stack (Zeiss 800 

WGA, 488, 10x) showing how the cross-sectional area of E16.5 
tendon was obtained using orthogonal views (bar = 200 µm). C. 
Macroscopic imaging of E16.5 decellularized TA during tensile 
testing showing the muscle (m) and bone (b) insertions and the 

regions investigated. 
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maintained to keep the physiologically relevant boundary conditions of the tendons and to aid in 

sample handling for mechanical testing. Tendons were adhered directly to laser-cut PET frames at 

the bone and muscle insertions using Loctite Super Glue Gel Control (Fig. 4.3), taking care to 

avoid the tendon and was immediately immersed in a large volume of PBS. Samples were either 

stained immediately as follows or decellularized as described below. Tendons were rinsed in 1× 

PBS and stained with AF488-conjugated wheat germ agglutinin (WGA; ThermoFisher) to 

visualize proteoglycans, diluted 1:50 in blocking buffer [10% donkey serum (Lampire) in 1× PBS 

with 0.1% Triton X-100 (PBST)] for 1h at room temperature.  

Samples were imaged using an upright Zeiss LSM 800 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss 

Microscopy) and a 10× Plan-Neofluar (NA = 0.3) objective. Equidistant lines between the muscle 

and bone insertions were photobleached onto the samples as fiduciary markers for the calculation 

of regional engineering strain. Briefly, a region of interest of 20 µm in width was drawn along 

sample width using the Zen software’s Crop feature. The 488 laser power was set to 100% and by 

acquiring a z-stack through the sample thickness in 10 µm increments, a line was photobleached 

into the AF488 WGA stained tissue (Fig. 4.3). After all photobleached lines were generated, a z-

stack of the entire tendon was acquired. The unloaded regional cross-sectional area was measured 

from the z-stack acquired using the ZenBlue software package (Carl Zeiss Microscopy). E16.5 

tendons were tested using 4mm × 6mm frames and spring 1. E18.5 and P0 tendons were tested 

using 4mm × 7.65mm frames and spring 2. Tensile test to failure was conducted at 0.01s-1 strain 

rate without preconditioning.  

 

Decellularization of tendons 

TA muscle-tendon-bone units were incubated in 8mL 0.05% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 

with 1× Halt protease inhibitor (PI, ThermoFisher) in 1× PBS and gently rocked overnight for 

decellularization. Decellularization of embryonic samples was completed overnight and SDS-PI 

solution was replaced every 24h for 7 days until decellularization of the postnatal samples was 

complete. Completion of decellularization was determined by subjective visual inspection of 

samples and when ECM visualization was enhanced after immunostaining115. Upon 

decellularization, samples were rinsed in an excess of 1× PBS for 1h and stained and imaged prior 

to mechanical testing as previously described. Tensile testing to failure was conducted at 0.01s-1 

strain rate without preconditioning.  
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Fibrin gels 

Porous polyethylene blocks were adhered onto 6mm × 12.5mm frames using Loctite Super 

Glue Gel Control and used as anchor points for 2mg/mL fibrin gel. A custom mold was used to 

align the frame and to control the shape of fibrin gel as it polymerized so that a rectangular gel 

would form between the two porous polyethylene blocks. 14.15mg/mL human fibrinogen (FIB3, 

Enzyme Research Laboratories) and 1mg/mL Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated human fibrinogen (F-

13191, Molecular Probes) were thawed in a 37°C water bath, mixed at a 1:10 fibrinogen content 

ratio, and diluted in PBS to achieve a 2mg/mL fibrinogen solution. 1µL 2M CaCl2 was added to 

the fibrinogen solution. 3.54mg/mL, 3046 NIH units/mg of human alpha thrombin (HT 1002a, 

Enzyme Research Laboratories) was thawed, diluted to 1 Thrombin units (UT)/µL, and introduced 

to the 2mg/mL fibrinogen solution at a concentration of 0.0004 UT/mg fibrinogen to initiate the 

fibrin gel polymerization. Fibrin gel frames were loaded onto Spring 3 for uniaxial loading. Tensile 

test was conducted at 0.01s-1 strain rate loading and unloading to a 1000µm displacement.  

 

Fibronectin 

Polydimethylsiloxane (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was cured at 10:1, manually cut into 

blocks, adhered onto 6mm × 12.5 mm frames using Loctite Super Glue Gel Control, and coated 

with fibronectin (FN) matrix as previously described140,141. FN-coated frames were stained with 

Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated WGA (ThermoFisher), diluted 1:100 in 1× PBS + 0.2% bovine serum 

albumin + 0.02% sodium azide for 24 hours at 4°C, then rinsed with 1× PBST at room temperature 

for 30 minutes. Fiducial lines were photobleached using the 488 laser line on a confocal 

microscope (Zeiss LSM 800), as previously described. FN-coated frames were loaded onto Spring 

3 for uniaxial loading. Cyclic loading and unloading was performed at a 0.04s-1 strain rate up to 

400µm for 10 cycles. Tensile test to failure was conducted at 0.04s-1 strain rate until 5,000µm 

displacement or material failure.  

 

Solaris (reference material) 

System validation was performed by testing Solaris (Smooth-On, Inc.), a platinum-cured 

silicone, and comparing data from our set up with that acquired using a commercially available 

bulk tensile tester (TA.XTPlus Connect, Texture Technologies). Solaris was selected because the 
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material properties can be modulated to have similar stiffness as the biological samples of interest. 

Solaris was prepared per manufacturer’s instructions and cut to size manually with a blade. A 

mixture of equal parts Solaris Part A and Part B was prepared in a 20mL scintillation vial followed 

by degassing with a vacuum desiccator. Thin film samples for mechanical testing on the 

FemtoTools system were prepared by spin coating (Laurell Technologies Corporation WS-650-

23B) 2g of uncured Solaris on a 75mm × 25mm microscope slide coated with polyacrylic acid. 

Samples were spin coated at 3000 RPM for 30 seconds then placed in an oven at 70⁰C to cure for 

3 hours. The films were 117 ± 4.2μm (average ± S.D.) thick and were easily floated off the 

microscope slide onto reverse osmosis purified water due to dissolution of the intermediate 

polyacrylic acid layer. To generate samples with the optimal aspect ratio for tensile testing, the 

thin films were cut using a laser-etched grid and a scalpel. Samples tested with spring 1 were 2645 

± 471.4µm × 216.4 ± 42.3µm and samples tested with spring 2 were 3514 ± 420.6µm × 308.1 ± 

82.5µm (L × W). Samples for bulk testing were prepared by filling a 75mm × 50mm × 4mm glass 

mold with uncured Solaris and leaving it to cure in an oven at 70⁰C for 5 hours. The dimensions 

of samples tested on the bulk tensile tester were 15.29 ± 0.48mm × 6.32 ± 1.5mm × 3.85 ± 0.04mm 

(L × W × H).  

Solaris thin films were adhered directly to PET frames using Loctite Super Glue Gel 

Control. Tensile tests were performed using the FemtoTools micromanipulator and spring system 

described above. The cross-sectional area and length of Solaris samples was measured optically, 

and actuator displacement data was used to calculate strain. The tangent modulus of Solaris was 

calculated from the stress-strain response of samples tested using two different configurations of 

the spring (springs 1 and 2) as well as the TA.XTPlus Connect. For bulk testing, Solaris samples 

were gripped at each end using the TA.XTPlus clamps, and tensile tests were performed while 

force and displacement data were recorded through the TA.XTPlus Connect system. 
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4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Spring design 

Springs 1, 2, and 3, and their respective frames, were designed to accommodate various 

sample geometries, as described in the methods. The spring coil design for Springs 1-3 was the 

same, however, the area between the frame attachment sites were modified to accommodate the 

geometry of the different frames and biological samples. The  force contribution from the three 

different spring designs, or baseline, was similar (Fig. 4.4). The baseline from the spring during 

uniaxial tensile testing was lower than the force contribution from the samples of interest. 

Therefore, the force contribution from the spring was subtracted to isolate the force contribution 

from the sample of interest (Fig. 4.5). Additionally, we observed that the force contribution of 

spring 1 remained constant, with minimal fatigue, after use. A SolidWorks assembly was 

constructed to perform finite element model simulations to inform how design changes would 

influence the mechanical properties of the springs. Initially, the elastic modulus value for the M2R-

CL polymer provided by the 

manufacturer, 1500-2000 MPa, was 

used for the simulations. However, there 

were significant differences between the 

force-displacement results from the 

simulation and empirical data from the 

springs (Appendix A). Empirical force-

displacement data from spring 1 was 

used to calculate the stiffness of the 

M2R-CL 3D-printed spring, 

approximately 20 MPa. Since the 

material properties of the M2R-CL 

polymer may vary depending on the 3D-

printing orientation and post-processing 

methods, the stiffness calculated from 

empirical data was used over the value 

provided by the manufacturer. Using 20 

 

Figure 4.4. Mechanical contribution of three different 3D printed 
springs (SP9 is later referred as spring 1; SP10 is later referred to 

as spring 2). 
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MPa for the elastic modulus of the M2R-CL polymer resulted in finite element model simulation 

results that more closely aligned with empirical results (Appendix A). Simulations were run with 

and without a roller-slider fixture that would prevent the spring from moving out of the XY plane 

(Appendix A). Simulations run without the roller-slider fixture show that there is a rigid body 

rotation of the spring and pillar during tensile testing. The rigid body rotation results in differences 

between the displacement prescribed by the micromanipulator and the moving end of the sample 

during tensile testing and causes the sample to move out of the imaging plane (Appendix A). 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Baseline adjustment (A) and testing modalities (B-D). A. Fibrin gel raw data, baseline, and baseline-
adjusted fibrin gel. B. Force-displacement curves of Solaris, E16.5 TA, and fibrin gel. C. Stress relaxation test 

for E16.5 TA. D. Cyclic loading and tensile loading to failure for FN matrix. 
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4.4.2 Spring-micromanipulator system comparison to bulk tensile tester 

Comparison of the system to a commercially available instrument was completed with the 

testing of Solaris samples using both systems. Furthermore, two different spring configurations 

were used to investigate their influence on the material properties obtained. Stress – strain curves 

for Solaris testing with all 3 different setups were plotted and the tangent moduli at physiologically 

relevant strain values were compared (Fig. 4.6). Representative curves show the similarities among 

the curves, with the bulk material curve having a slightly higher slope at lower strain values (local). 

When considering the global linear slope, both FemtoTools curves greatly overlap, while the bulk 

material curve diverges from them at lower strain values and remains parallel to the other curves 

at strain values greater than 0.15 (Fig. 4.6A). This divergence is also exemplified by the tangent 

moduli at strain=0.1 where the tangent moduli of Solaris samples tested with FemtoTools are 

significantly different than those samples testing with the TA.XTPlus system (Fig. 4.6B). Testing 

Solaris with two different spring configurations (i.e. spring 1, spring 2) with the FemtoTools 

system does not lead to significantly different tangent moduli for this material. At strain values of 

0.15, 0.2 and 0.25, there are no significant differences in the tangent moduli obtained for Solaris 

with all 3 different testing configurations.  

 

 

Figure 4.6. Comparison of FemtoTools system to bulk material testing. A. Representative stress - strain curves of 
Solaris samples tested. B. Comparison of the tangent moduli of Solaris tested two spring configurations in the 

FemtoTools system (blue, magenta) and with bulk material testing instrument (black) (FemtoTools + spring 1 (n=5), 
FemtoTools + spring 2 (n=5), bulk material (n=5); error bars = std. dev.; ***p<0.0002, ****p<0.0001). 
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4.4.3 Uniaxial loading of various materials 

Preliminary tests demonstrated the capability of the system to perform standard mechanical 

tests on a variety of soft biomaterials and small tissues. The force-displacement response of 

different samples can be clearly resolved after subtracting the contribution of the spring (Fig. 4.5). 

Our system was able to resolve a variety of mechanical responses. For example, Solaris and E16.5 

TA tendon displayed viscoelastic properties, as observed by the hysteresis in tensile test and stress 

relaxation curves (Fig. 4.5). In contrast, the fibrin gel was elastic (Fig. 4.5). The representative FN 

matrix sample displayed the ability of the system to perform cyclic loading and loading to failure 

(Fig. 4.5). Stress – strain curves showed dramatic differences between actuator (based on the 

imposed displacement) and optical strain (based on the calculated distance between fiducial 

markers) for E16.5 and E18.5 tendons and FN (Fig. 4.7).  

 

 

Figure 4.7. Comparison of actuator strain (solid lines) and optical strain (dashed lines) for representative E16.5 and 
E18.5 tendons and fibronectin. Actuator strain is based on the imposed displacement and the initial sample length. 

Optical strain is calculated from the change in distance between photobleached lines.  
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The evaluation of 

embryonic and postnatal 

decellularized tendons showed an 

increase in stiffness as a function 

of development. Regional stress - 

strain data points were averaged 

to obtain one representative curve 

for each sample and compare the 

mechanical behavior at these two 

embryonic timepoints (Fig. 4.8). 

Stress – strain datapoints were 

fitted to polynomial functions for 

the calculation of the tangent 

moduli at relevant strain values. 

The R2 values determined the 

appropriate polynomial fit for 

each curve. Embryonic tendon 

data sets were fitted to a second 

degree polynomial (Fig. 4.8). The 

tangent moduli for each sample 

(Table 4.1) were plotted along 

with the average and standard 

deviation for each developmental 

timepoint (Fig. 4.8). A two-way 

ANOVA showed significant 

differences between E16.5 and 

E18.5 at strain values greater than 0.1.  

Further, regional variability in strain was observed for E16.5 decellularized tendons, 

indicated by the greater distance between photobleached lines in the proximal tendon resulting 

from tension. The stress - strain response indicated the stiffness of the tendon at the distal region 

was greater than the mid and proximal ends (Fig. 4.9). Two-way ANOVA indicated both strain 

 

Figure 4.8. Mechanical behavior of decellularized embryonic tendons. A. 
Calculated stress – strain curves for E16.5 (purple) and E18.5 (blue) 

samples, along with their fitted polynomial. B. Sidak multiple 
comparisons showed significant differences in the tangent modulus 

between E16.5 and E18.5 tendons (*0.0021 < p ≤ 0.0332; **0.0002 < p ≤ 
0.0021, ***0.0002<p≤ 0.0001, **** p<0.0001; n = 3; bars = S.D.). 
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value and region along the tendon had a significant effect on the tangent moduli of E16.5 

decellularized TA, indicating nonlinear behavior (Fig. 4.9). Similarly, regional strain variability 

was observed for P0 and E18.5 TA tendons. Stress - strain curves showed the mechanical 

variations along the tendon and an increase in tangent moduli as a function of development. The 

tangent moduli of the distal regions were greater than proximal regions for both the E18.5 and P0 

tendons (Fig. 4.10).  

 

 

Figure 4.9. A. Regional stress - strain curves of decellularized E16.5 TA. B. Tukey multiple comparisons showed 
significant differences in the tangent modulus between individual groups (*0.0021 < p ≤ 0.032; **0.0002 < p ≤ 

0.0021, ***0.0002<p≤ 0.0001, **** p<0.0001; n = 3; bars = S.D.). 
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4.5 Statistical methods 

All the statistical analyses were conducted using GraphPad Prism 8.4.2 (GraphPad 

Software). A two-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test were performed to evaluate differences 

in the mean tangent moduli among Solaris samples tested with different instruments (i.e. custom 

FemtoTools system and TA.XTPlus Connect). For the evaluation of tendon mechanics as a 

function of development, a two way ANOVA with Sidak multiple comparisons was conducted on 

the mean tangent moduli at each stage. For the evaluation of regional stiffness in E16.5 tendons, a 

two-way ANOVA and Tukey multiple comparisons test was performed.  

 

4.6 Discussion 

In this study, we designed a novel device that is capable of assessing the mechanical 

behavior of soft tissues and biomaterials and showcased the ability of the system to interrogate 

biological questions. We customized a commercially available micromanipulator with a force 

resolution of 5 nN and a displacement sensing range starting at 5 nm, facilitating the application 

of displacements on small samples while recoding force. Briefly,  using a custom spring system 

 

Figure 4.10. Stress - strain curves show regional mechanical variations and an increase in tangent moduli as a 
function of development when comparing E18.5 (green) and P0 (blue). 
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biological samples are coupled to the microforce sensors of the micromanipulator preventing 

sample dehydration during testing while also protecting the electronics from water damage. 

Further, the modularity and low footprint of the system allowed testing under a dissecting 

microscope for the calculating of optical strain throughout the test. Our data demonstrate the 

capability of the FemtoTools micromanipulator and spring system to resolve the force contribution 

of a sample of interest by subtracting the force contribution of the spring. Using this strategy, the 

system correctly characterized a reference material Solaris of known material properties similar to 

those of the tissues and biomaterials we are interested in characterizing. This provides assurance 

that the system can be used to measure the mechanical properties of materials of unknown 

properties. The study evaluated the mechanical response of FN matrix, fibrin gels, and embryonic 

and postnatal tendons. Characterization of the mechanical properties of small embryonic tissues is 

crucial for understanding the role of mechanics in tissue formation. We showed that the spring 

design can be modified to accommodate various biologically relevant sample geometries and 

stiffnesses.  

Our modular system can be used to mechanically characterize soft biomaterials and small 

tissues to help provide physiologically-relevant design parameters for scaffolding that seek to 

emulate native tissue mechanics. The modularity of the system allowed us to test tissues of 

different stiffnesses and sizes. Further, force and displacement curves show minimal noise and 

drag in unfiltered data (Fig. 4.5), minimizing the need for processing through filtering and noise-

reducing algorithms. The appropriate 3D printed spring, micromanipulator arm length, microforce 

sensor are selected according to the tissue size and stiffness estimated before the collection of 

empirical data. When selecting and developing a testing system, the force resolution and maximum 

force capacity, as well as the gauge dimensions, will determine the tissues that can be tested with 

the system. In order to test developing tissues that are changing in dimensions as a function of 

development the adaptability of the system and the force resolution are critical. Adapting to larger 

or smaller samples has proven feasible given the ease of fabrication through 3D printing of springs 

and laser cutting of PET frames. The modularity of the system also enable multiscale studies given 

that the micromanipulator system can be couple with the microscope of choice to investigate the 

desired scale. For instance, by coupling to a dissecting scope we assess the tissue scale, but the 

system has the potential to be compatible with a variety of imaging and microscopy platforms 

through the adaptation of custom fixtures.  
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The results obtained for the elastomer Solaris are similar to those reported by others and 

by the manufacturer142,143. However, differences in the synthesizing and curing protocols for the 

samples fabricated both for FemtoTools and bulk material testing could explain the discrepancies 

in the calculated tangent moduli at 0.1 strain, where the bulk material testing system led to a greater 

modulus (Fig. 4.6). Solaris samples were fabricated with a relevant cross-sectional area for each 

testing modality, in order to test the same material with two different systems and force sensors. 

For a uniform thickness, samples tested with the micromanipulator system were fabricated via spin 

coating, potentially causing shear stress to align Solaris chains thus influencing the stress – strain 

response. Future experiments need to test samples that are synthesized and cured under the same 

conditions using both instruments. Independent of fabrication differences, our instrument 

identified similar tangent moduli for Solaris tested with a bulk material tester. The material 

behavior recorded for FN matrix and fibrin gel are similar to those previously published140,141. 

Fibrin gels have a nonlinear elastic behavior while FN matrices are viscoelastic51,63.  

Tendons are responsible for transferring the force produced by the muscle to the skeleton 

with high fidelity while avoiding musculoskeletal injury. Uniaxial tensile testing is most 

commonly used to characterize the bulk mechanical properties of adult tendon. Connective tissues, 

such as tendon, are mostly made of extracellular matrix proteins, with only few cells embedded at 

their adult stage. On the other hand, embryonic tendons are highly cellular and are comprised of a 

sparse microenvironment. Embryonic tendons are challenging to test using the instrumentation 

designed to handle larger, stiffer tissues. Instruments developed to evaluate adult tendon 

mechanics are oftentimes not appropriate for these much smaller and softer tissues. Tangent 

moduli calculated for embryonic and postnatal tendons show an increase in stiffness as a function 

of development, as others have reported when investigating rat and mouse tendons132,144. Stress – 

strain curves showed a positive relation between tangent moduli and strain. As expected, tendons 

show viscoelastic behavior, as seen with stress relaxation and hysteresis. These data demonstrate 

our experimental and computational methods can be reliably used to investigate the regional 

mechanics of the ECM in small developing tissues. Given the challenges in mechanically testing 

embryonic murine tendons, tendon development is often studied using chick models and 

measuring the indentation modulus at the nano and microscales145,146. The novelty and capabilities 

of our system allow the characterization of embryonic tendon mechanics in mice as a function of 

development based on uniaxial loading and optical strain. 
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 The different stress – strain curves among samples within a developmental timepoint could 

be due to biological variability, as well as related to the video quality during testing. Further, the 

process of attaching tendons to PET frames could also affect the measured mechanical behavior if 

glue was to cure onto the tendon surface. Moreover, the presence of glue hinders the visualization 

of proteoglycans on the surface, and consequently affects the tracking of photobleached lines. This 

grip mechanism might need to be further evaluated, since most of the samples tested failed at the 

muscle insertion and slipping was often observed by dips in the force measurements recorded 

during testing130. Often, criteria for clamping success includes failure at the mid-substance as 

opposed to at the attachment points132. The interface between the muscle and the glue might be 

tearing during testing, leading to a gradual decrease in force prior to detachment. The interface 

between the muscle and the glue might be tearing during testing, leading to a gradual decrease in 

force prior to detachment. On another note, the decellularization conducted could also add to the 

observed variability between samples. Decellularization was conducted to enhance the quality of 

the video recorded for the calculation of optical strain, enhancing the contrast between 

photobleached lines and the rest of the sample. E16.5 and E18.5 tendons were processed with the 

same concentration of detergent overnight. However, to better understand the effect of this 

treatment in the composition and mechanics of embryonic tendons, a proteomic analysis will be 

needed in the future, as well as mechanically testing freshly harvested tendons. From the data 

presented here (Fig. 4.8, Table 4.1) and preliminary force - displacement curves for freshly 

harvested and decellularized tendons, we expect to obtain similar trends across timepoints, with 

an increase in stiffness as a function of development.  

 
Table 4.1. Tangent moduli of E16.5 and E18.5 tendons 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further design optimization and validation testing is needed to fully evaluate and address 

the limitations of the system. Although the mechanical contribution of the spring has been shown 

Strain tangent modulus [MPa] 
E16.5 E18.5 

0.055 0.078 0.019 0.001 0.38 0.185 0.5 
0.1 0.138 0.189 0.078 1.09 0.656 0.961 
0.15 0.205 0.379 0.164 1.879 1.18 1.474 
0.2 0.273 0.568 0.249 2.669 1.703 1.987 
0.25 0.34 0.758 0.335 3.458 2.227 2.499 
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to not change over time, it is still important to adjust for the spring contribution based on data 

collected the same day as mechanical testing to account for potential variations. The material 

properties of the 3D printed material might be affected by post-processing of each 3D printed part, 

as well as spring dimensions. Empirical data showed the mechanical properties of the 3D printed 

spring are orders of magnitude away from those properties reported of the manufacturer. This 

discrepancy needs further investigation to determine the effect of post-processing and printing 

orientation. Additionally, the compliance of the 3D spring and the PET frame limit the stiffness of 

samples that we be tested with our system. When tendons at a later postnatal stage were tested 

(P3), the 3D printed pillar rotated and deflected, along with undergoing rigid body motion. 

Deflection keeps the tendons from being loaded uniaxially and could lead to force readings that 

do not correspond to the stiffness of the tendon. Pillar rotation also leads to additional error in 

optical strain since the fiducial markers go out of imaging plane during testing.  

Taken together, these data show the ability of our system to characterize a variety of 

biomaterials and small soft tissues with different material properties. Uniaxially loading tissues 

while taking force measurement is instrumental in that characterization needed to probe material 

properties. The small size and susceptibility to damage of soft embryonic tissues and biomaterials 

limit the use of tensile testing modalities otherwise used for adult soft tissues. Our modular system 

can be used to mechanically characterize soft biomaterials and small tissues and provide 

physiologically-relevant design parameters that guide the design of scaffolding that seek to 

recapitulate native tissue mechanics and facilitate cell-ECM interactions. 
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 CHARACTERIZATION OF EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX 
NETWORKS UNDER TENSION 

 

 

 

5.1 Abstract 

Cellular behavior is affected by the stiffness of the microenvironment and influenced by 

the composition and organization of the extracellular matrix (ECM). Mechanosensing of ECM 

stiffness occurs by cells at the fibrillar, mesoscale between the single molecule and the bulk tissue 

scales. The in situ characterization of fibrillar mechanics is hindered by the presence of cells and 

a dense ECM in adult tissues. We previously demonstrated, using a combination of 

decellularization and confocal microscopy, that ECM networks in less dense embryonic tissues, 

can be easily visualized115. The objective of this work was to investigate ECM network strain after 

uniaxial loading to characterize the individual components of the cellular microenvironment in the 

native conformation. Preliminary data was collected by mounting decellularized and 

immunostained tendons on a custom-made translating stage. Tendons were imaged at 10× using a 

confocal microscope and 5 lines were photobleached onto the samples as markers for the 

calculation of engineering strain. The coordinates for the center of each photobleached line were 

obtained and used to calculate the in situ engineering strain between two lines, using the average 

horizontal distance between lines across individual z-stacks. Prescribed and residual strain were 

calculated. Fibronectin appeared to be more extensible by having lower residual strain after 

loading. Next, we implemented a micro-robotic system to conduct uniaxial loading by recording 

force and displacement while imaging ECM protein networks. These data demonstrate our 

experimental and computational methods can investigate ECM networks mechanics in situ. 

Quantifying the material properties of the ECM will provide design parameters for physiologically 

relevant scaffolds that can direct cell behavior in vitro (fundamental for mechanobiology) and in 

vivo (essential for regenerative medicine). 
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5.2 Introduction 

Cellular behavior is affected by the stiffness, composition, and 3D organization of the 

surrounding extracellular matrix (ECM). Mechanosensing of ECM stiffness occurs by cells at the 

fibrillar level, or the mesoscale between the single molecule and the bulk tissue scales. The in situ 

characterization of fibrillar mechanics is hindered by the presence of cells and a dense ECM in 

adult tissues68. Mechanical testing of the ECM at the mesoscale is challenging due to the difficulty 

in extracting these relatively insoluble networks from dense connective tissues. To bypass these 

challenges, methods to isolate intact type I collagen and fibrillin fibrils from biological tissues 

have been developed113,114,135. To isolate and constrain these fibrils, samples are oftentimes dried 

and rehydrated135,147. These processing steps along with testing conditions (e.g. fully hydrated, air 

dried) of the fibrils can affect their mechanical response147, and lead to significantly different 

material properties. Additionally, the boundary conditions are disrupted, meaning these fibrils are 

not tested in the native network configuration. The stiffness of ECM networks can also be regulated 

by post-translational modifications, such as the hydroxylation of proline and lysine. For example, 

type I collagen fibril assembly and stability is dependent on the formation of hydroxyproline 

(stabilize the triple helix) and hydroxylysine (form cross-links)148,149. Variations in 

reconstituting in vitro and testing protocols has led to a wide range of reported material 

properties54,150,151. Alternatively, researchers tested the mesoscale mechanics of single ECM 

proteins assembled in vitro. Yet, without cells or accessory molecules to orchestrate ECM network 

assembly it is unlikely that these networks have the necessary cues for the correct formation of 

ECM architecture.  

Given that in vitro approaches usually cannot thoroughly recapitulate networks 

synthesized in vivo, we capitalize on the sparsity of the ECM in embryonic tissues to study 

mesoscale mechanics. During development, the ECM architecture is less dense than in adult 

tissues, making it feasible to visualize discrete components and providing an ideal system to 

determine the material properties of native networks. We previously demonstrated, using a 

combination of decellularization and confocal microscopy, that ECM networks in less dense 

embryonic tissues, can be easily visualized115. Using this technique, we then visualized ECM 

deformation before and after compression of E14.5 forelimbs, enabling the quantification of 

significant differences in maximum principal strain152. However, compression is not the ideal 

testing modality for characterizing network mechanics. Cells exert tensile forces on their 
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microenvironment, interacting locally with both parallel and perpendicular fibrils (Fig. 1.1)7. 

Therefore, it is important to look at tissues that are physiologically loaded in tension when seeking 

to investigate ECM mesoscale mechanics. For tensile testing, it is important to consider the 

specimen size and aspect ratio. Others have reported error in the transverse direction when samples 

do not have an appropriate aspect ratio; in other words, when the ratio of the short and long axis 

is not large enough153,154. We therefore selected tendon, specifically the tibialis anterior, as the 

tissue to investigate ECM network strain in situ. The tibialis anterior tendon (TA) not only has the 

ideal aspect ratio, but it can also be easily dissected along with the muscle and bone insertions, 

keeping boundary conditions unperturbed during mechanical testing.  

The objective of this work is to investigate ECM network strain after uniaxial loading 

to characterize discrete components of the cellular microenvironment in situ at the mesoscale, 

using developing tendons. First, we developed experimental and computational 

methodologies to apply tension to tissues while concurrently visualizing ECM networks to 

investigate ECM deformation. Our findings indicate that fibronectin networks are more 

extensible than type I collagen, fibrillin-2, and proteoglycans networks successfully recover 

after uniaxial loading. These data indicate that mesoscale ECM network deformation can be 

investigated when loading the tissue at the macroscale. Next, with our novel FemtoTools 

micro-robotic system we have a unique opportunity to test the mechanics of soft tissues and, 

by adapting it to a confocal microscope, characterize networks in their native conformation 

with a physiologically relevant testing modality. Lastly, we investigated the ultrastructure of 

embryonic and postnatal tendons, given that the length and diameter of type I collagen fibrils 

have been reported to change with age and are known to influence tissue mechanics155.  

The geometry of some networks may change during growth and remodeling. However, 

given that the same components are present in embryonic and adult tissues, we expect to be 

able to extrapolate these results and relate them back to the ECM of adult, healthy tissues, 

since the material properties of these networks, regardless of the dimensions, are likely 

consistent. Collectively, these tools and studies set the foundation for the mesoscale 

characterization of the native ECM. Defining the material properties of specific ECM networks 

can have a profound impact by providing design parameters for physiologically relevant scaffolds 

that can direct cell behavior in vitro and in vivo.  
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5.3 Materials and Methods 

5.3.1 Tendon decellularization for enhanced ECM visualization 

All murine experiments were approved by the Purdue Animal Care and Use Committee 

(PACUC; protocol 1209000723). C57BL/6 mice were time-mated to generate embryonic day 

(E)16.5, and E18.5, as well as postnatal day (P)0 pups. The murine gestational period is 19 to 21 

days, with P0 being the day pups are born. For the dissection of embryonic tendons, dams were 

euthanized via CO2 inhalation, which was then confirmed using cervical dislocation. Embryos 

were removed from the uterine horns, rinsed in chilled 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and 

the hindlimbs were excised at the hip joint. Pups were euthanized by decapitation and the 

hindlimbs removed and placed in ice cold PBS. Under a dissecting microscope (DFC450, Leica 

Microsystems), tibialis anterior (TA) muscle-tendon-bone units were dissected by first removing 

the skin with fine-tipped tweezers. After removing the skin, it is possible to visually locate the TA 

from the innermost digit of the foot to the tibialis anterior muscle (Fig. 5.1). Then, the surrounding 

connective tissue was separated from the tendon and the bone and muscle insertions with an 11-

blade. The outermost digits and the proximal end of the muscle were cut with spring scissors to 

excise the muscle-tendon-bone unit. The bone and muscle insertions were maintained to keep the 

physiologically relevant boundary conditions of the tendons and to aid in sample handling, 

minimizing tissue damage. Tendons were adhered directly to laser-cut polyethylene terephthalate 

(PET) frames at the bone and muscle insertions using Loctite Super Glue Gel Control (Fig. 5.1), 

taking care to avoid the tendon and was immediately immersed in a large volume of chilled PBS. 

It was important to do so quickly in order to keep the glue from wicking onto the tendon. This is 

particularly critical when dissecting tendons at embryonic timepoints (e.g. E16.5) given their small 

size (~1 mm in length; Fig. 4.3). Gluing the tendon shortly after dissection minimized sample 

damage from handling and changing solutions along the decellularization and immunostaining 

processes. 
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 In order to enhance ECM visualization, tendons were decellularized as follows. Embryonic 

TAs were incubated in 8mL 0.05% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) with 1× Halt protease inhibitor 

(PI, ThermoFisher) in 1× PBS and gently rocked overnight for decellularization. The optimal 

decellularization protocol of postnatal was determined based on the enhancement of ECM 

visualization in a confocal microscope after immunostaining. The number of days, the SDS 

concentration (0.05% and 0.1%), and type of PI were the variables investigated. Based on confocal 

images of P0 and P3 tendons acquired after these treatments and the same immunostaining 

protocol, decellularizing of postnatal tendons was performed by incubating samples in 8mL 0.05% 

SDS with 1× Halt PI and SDS-PI solution was replaced every 24 h for 7 days (Fig. 5.12). 

Completion of decellularization was determined by subjective visual inspection of samples and 

when ECM visualization was enhanced after immunostaining (Fig. 5.2)115. Upon decellularization, 

 

Figure 5.1. Harvesting P3 tendons. a. Location of tibialis anterior (TA) in the P3 hindlimb showing the muscle (m) – 
tendon (t) – bone (b) units before and b. after dissection. c. Freshly harvested units fixed to clear vinyl frames and 

after decellularization using 0.05% SDS in PBS. 
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samples were rinsed in an excess of 1× PBS for 1 

hr and then incubated in blocking buffer [10% 

donkey serum (Lampire) diluted in 1× PBS with 

0.1% Triton X-100 (PBST)] for 16h at 4 °C to 

increase permeability and block non-specific 

binding. Samples were then incubated with a 

primary antibody against fibronectin (FN, 1:100; 

Sigma) and fibrillin-2 (FBN2; 1:200; donated by 

R. Mecham) or type I collagen (1:200; Millipore) 

diluted in blocking buffer at 4 °C for 48h with 

gentle rocking. Samples were then rinsed 3×30 

minutes with 0.1% PBST at room temperature, 

then incubated with AF633 donkey anti-rabbit 

(1:500; ThermoFisher) to visualize either anti-

FBN2 or anti-type I collagen, AF555 goat anti-

mouse (1:500; ThermoFisher), and AF488-

conjugated wheat germ agglutinin (WGA; 1:100; 

ThermoFisher) to visualize proteoglycans, diluted 

in blocking buffer, at 4 °C for 48h. Next, samples 

were rinsed 3 × 30 min with 0.1% PBST at room 

temperature and stored in PBS at 4 °C in a 

lightproof container until imaging. Preliminary 

confocal imaging on an inverted Zeiss 880 

confocal showed successful visualization of 

independent networks along the entire E16.5 tendon showing the spatial distribution of type I 

collagen, FBN2, FN, and proteoglycans (Fig. 5.2). 

5.3.2 Preliminary uniaxial loading on confocal microscope 

PET frames and a custom-made translating stage were designed to uniaxially load 

E16.5 decellularized tendons while on an inverted confocal for ECM imaging under tension. 

A ½’’ linear translation stage with a differential adjuster (MT1A, Thor Labs) was mounted 

 

Figure 5.2. a. Representative 3D confocal rendering 
of TA immunostained to visualize ECM networks at 
10x (bar=100 µm). b. IHC shows independent ECM 
networks with distinct fibril 3D organization in the 

developing tendon at 10× (bar=50 µm). 
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on a custom plate allowing the setup to fit in a standard confocal stage. A fixed pin was used 

to keep in place the movable end of the PET frame the TA is attached to by the bone insertion. 

The translating pin was attached by the muscle insertion side. With the use of the differential 

adjuster, the stage moved the translating pin away from the fixed end (Fig. 5.3a). The PET 

frame + TA was coupled to the pins with a hole for either of the pins to go through. The use 

of two pins adjustable pins allowed the system to adapt to samples of varying lengths, as well 

as prevent the samples from floating once surrounded with PBS to keep hydrated during 

imaging. A loading well was created with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) cured on a glass-

bottom coverslip to limit sample movement to the direction of load. For instance, AF488-

labeled fibrin cast between porous polyethylene anchors was axially loaded on translating stage 

set-up and imaged at 10× to visualize gel deformation (Fig. 5.3b). Preliminary experiments 

allowed the visualization of different ECM networks under tension (Fig. 5.4). Displacement fields 

were obtained with a fast-iterative digital volume correlation (FIDVC) algorithm and showed 

heterogenous deformation along the tendon and different displacement patterns for each network 

(Fig. 5.5)116,152.  

 

 

Figure 5.3. a. Custom micromanipulator-based set- up to image network deformation for an inverted confocal 
microscope with a representative PET frame-TA sample (dashed box). Schematic shows the location of the bone 

(fixed end) and muscle insertions (movable end) on the PET frame. b. Visualization of fibrin gel deformation. 
AF488-labeled fibrin cast between porous PE anchors was axially loaded on micromanipulator-based set-up and 

imaged at 10× with an inverted confocal (bar=200µm). 
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Tendons were imaged using an inverted Zeiss LSM 880 confocal (Carl Zeiss Microscopy) 

and a 10× water immersion C-Apochromat (NA = 0.45) objective. In order to calculate engineering 

strain, lines were photobleached onto the immunostained samples to be used as fiducial markers. 

Using the Crop function in the Zen 2.3 (blue edition) software, rectangular areas of 5-10 µm in 

width and along the width of the tendon were drawn in order to photobleach 5 equidistant lines. 

The lasers were set to 50-100% power and by acquiring a z-stack along the entire sample thickness 

a line was photobleached into each of the ECM channels. After photobleached lines were generated, 

the reference z-stack of the entire tendon was acquired (Fig. 5.6a). Tension was applied by moving 

the translating pin away from the fixed end and visually inspecting changes in the distance between 

photobleached lines. During the first loading cycle, a reference z-stack was acquired and then 

tendons were uniaxially deformed to a target strain of 0.05, based on visual inspection of the 

distance between lines, and held at that position during z-stack acquisition of the same ROI. The 

sample was then brought back to the reference configuration using the differential adjuster and a 

z-stack was acquired to investigate the residual strain left in the ECM protein networks. Similarly, 

during the second cycle, the sample was uniaxially loaded to a 0.1 target strain and unloaded 

towards the reference configuration with 566.8×566.8×42.8 μm3 z-stacks acquired at each of these 

configurations (Fig. 5.6a).  

 

Image processing was performed using FIJI (NIH) and MATLAB (MathWorks). Initially 

a MATLAB-based FIDVC algorithm was used to calculate tensile strain. The FIDVC algorithm 

also allowed the calculation of the maximum principal strain (E1) based on the calculated 

displacement fields152. The average E1 for type I collagen was 0.27, 0.29 for FN, and 0.21 for the 

 

Figure 5.4. Preliminary experiments allowed the visualization of different ECM networks under tension. Z-stacks 
acquired at 10×.  
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proteoglycans visualized with WGA. To investigate if FIDVC was the appropriate algorithm for 

uniaxial strain calculation, FBN2 z-stack were digitally strained to known values (0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 

0.2) and ran through FIDVC. The obtained displacement fields presented high displacement error 

for strains (εxx) greater than 5%. As a result, a custom algorithm was written to instead calculate 

strain based on the change in distance between each pair of photobleached lines. First, Nearest 

Neighbor Deconvolution was performed within the ZenBlue software package (Carl Zeiss 

Microscopy) to remove some of the optical distortion inherent to confocal microscopy. The FN, 

WGA, and FBN2 or type I collagen channels were separated using FIJI. Each channel was 

processed with the filter Gaussian Blur 3D followed by Find Edges to enhance the contrast 

between the ECM network and the edges of the photobleached lines. Images were then opened in 

MATLAB as intensity arrays and their inverse was calculated. Next, the user was prompted to 

draw rectangles capturing each of the lines. Then, the minima of each row in these sub-arrays was 

found and determined to form the centerline of the photobleached line. The coordinates for the 

center of each photobleached line were saved and used to calculate the in situ engineering strain 

between two lines, using the average horizontal distance between lines across individual z-stacks 

(i.e. L-L0/L0; Fig. 5.6b). The mean strain value along each sample was calculated in MATLAB 

and then compiled in GraphPad Prism 7.03 (GraphPad Software) for plotting and statistical 

analyses. Average strains across biological replicates (n=3) are plotted as well as their mean and 

standard deviation (Fig. 5.8). Strains calculated from samples immunostained to visualize FN, type 

I collagen, and proteoglycans were similarly analyzed. An overlay of representative type I collagen 

and FBN2 using 3D Viewer (FIJI) shows different network organization of proteins and as a result 

of loading (Fig. 5.8). 

5.3.3 Uniaxial loading using micromanipulator system on confocal 

After preliminary investigation of ECM network deformation resulting from uniaxial 

loading, our laboratory customized a commercially available FemtoTools micromanipulator 

system (FT-RS1002; Chapter 4) to perform uniaxial loading and characterize mesoscale 

mechanics of the ECM. The system was designed around custom 3D printed springs and hooked 

microforce sensors to connect the micromanipulator and the spring for the indirect coupling to the 

sample. The design of the spring and the hooked sensor allowed the PBS to be away from the 

electronics to prevent water damage while also keeping the sample hydrated during testing and 
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imaging. Our system was mounted on a Zeiss 800 upright confocal (Carl Zeiss Microscopy) to 

visualize the ECM during tensile testing (Fig. 5.7). In order to level the micromanipulator with the 

microscope stage and keep it from translating during testing, a custom platform was machined to 

be compatible with optical table the system is on. E16.5 TAs were dissected, glued onto 4×6  mm2 

frames laser cut out of 100μm-thick polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and decellularized before 

immunostaining to visualize fibrillin-2 (FBN2), and a subset of proteoglycans with wheat germ 

agglutinin (WGA). Prior to tensile testing, the sample was placed on the appropriate 3D printed 

spring, and the PET frame was cut to allow the sample to move during testing.  

 

A 20× water immersion Plan-Apochromat (NA = 1.0) objective was dipped in the PBS to 

come in close contact with the sample in order to locate it and position the stage (xyz) accordingly 

for imaging (Fig. 5.7). In this system, the stage translates during image acquisition and the 

objective remains fixed. A region of interest of 20 µm in width was drawn along sample width 

using the Zen software’s Crop feature. Equidistant lines between the muscle and bone insertions 

 

Figure 5.5. a.E16.5 Decellularized TA imaged with a 10×W objective after stretching the tissue with 
micromanipulator translating stage. b. Composites show an overlay of the reference (blue) and deformed (magenta) 
networks of type I collagen, fibronectin, and WGA. c. Resulting displacement fields from relating the references and 

uniaxially loaded configurations using FIDVC.  
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were photobleached onto the samples as fiduciary markers for the calculation of regional 

engineering strain. The 488 laser power was set to 100% and by acquiring a 40.3 µm z-stack 

towards the center (z) of the tendon in 1.09 µm increments, a line was photobleached into the 

AF488 WGA stained tissue. After photobleached lines were generated, the middle region of the 

tendon was imaged by acquiring a z-stack, given that at this z position the entire length of the 

tendon was visible. The hooked microforce sensor was carefully attached to the PET 3D printed 

spring interface while the spring was on the stage and the objective was over the sample (Fig. 5.7). 

Uniaxial loading was conducted at 0.01s-1 strain rate, force measurements were recorded at 100Hz, 

and z-stacks were acquired before and while in a loaded configuration (Fig. 5.9). The 20× objective 

at a 0.3 magnification allowed the acquisition of 638.9×638.9×21 µm3 in ~3 minutes, with a voxel 

size of 0.31×0.31×1.09 µm3.  

 

 

Figure 5.6. a. Representative confocal images for E16.5 tendons visualizing ColI, FBN2, FN, and WGA during 2 
loading cycles using a customized translating stage and an invested confocal. Z-stacks were acquired at 10×. b. 

Image processing for the calculation of engineering strain using FIJI and MATLAB based on photobleached lines.  
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5.3.4 Ultrastructure of embryonic and postnatal tendons  

 

Figure 5.7. Adapting FemtoTools micro-robotic system to Zeiss 800 upright confocal for the visualization of 
immunostained ECM networks. a. A platform was machined to match the height of the microscope stage. b. The 

3D printed spring is the same size as a 60 mm Petri dish, fitting well on the microscope stage. c. Sensor-3D printed 
spring interface and pillar do not interfere with objective. 
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In order to investigate collagen fibril diameter distribution as a function of 

development and as a result of decellularization, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

images were acquired. After excision, TAs (muscle-tendon-bone units) were placed in chilled 

PBS and then fixed in 2 mL of 2% PFA and 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer 

overnight at 4°C. P3 (n = 3) and  E18.5 (n = 3) tendons samples were processed by the Purdue 

Life Science Microscopy facility as follows. Fixed samples were rinsed with cacodylate buffer, 

stained with 2% aqueous uranyl acetate for 30 min, and rinsed again with water. Samples were 

then ethanol dehydrated and transitioned to acetonitrile before infiltration with Embed 812 

(Electron Microscopy Sciences) and acetonitrile rotating overnight, and resin for 3 hours rotating. 

Samples were embedded in flat molds and cured overnight at 70°C in fresh resin. Ultrathin sections 

were cut along the short-axis of the tendon at 85 nm with a 45-degree diamond knife (Diatome 

USA) on a UC6 ultramicrotome (Leica) and collected on 100 mesh formvar-coated copper grids 

and post stained in 4% aqueous uranyl acetate and 2% aqueous lead citrate. Transverse sections 

were imaged on a FEI T12 80kV TEM (FEI Company) in the Purdue Life Science Microscopy 

core facility.  

Acquired images were processed using FIJI following Starborg et al.156 in order to quantify 

fibril diameter. In brief, the threshold of each image was adjusted, followed by Convert to Mask. 

Each image was then processed with Erode and Fill Holes. Then, the images were made binary 

using Watershed. FIJI’s Analyze Particles was then used and an ellipse was fitted to each of the 

fibrils in the image (Fig. 5.10). The minor diameter of each ellipse was then counted as the fibril 

diameter. Fibril diameter distribution in 3 technical replicates was calculated in MATLAB 

(MathWorks) for 3 samples (n = 3) for P3 (Fig. 5.10) and E18.5 (Fig. 5.11). Fibril diameter 

distribution values were then input to GraphPad Prism for plotting and statistical analyses.  

5.4 Results 

The methodologies and studies described present the foundation for the quantification of 

strain under uniaxial loading for the characterization of ECM networks in situ by combining 

confocal microscopy and tensile testing. In order to do so, decellularization protocols were adapted 

from those previously published and used for ECM visualization of embryonic and postnatal 

tendons78,115. Initial stretching showed an elongation of type I collagen fibers when a stretch of 

700 µm was imposed, or until the collagen fibers appeared almost straightened (Fig. 5.4). By using 
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a translating stage and an inverted confocal, ECM strain under uniaxial loading was quantified. 

The prescribed and residual strains for FN, type I collagen, and proteoglycans were calculated 

using the coordinates of photobleached lines for each protein. An unpaired t-test indicated 

significant differences in the residual strains corresponding to FBN2, type I collagen, and 

proteoglycans after loading cycle 1 compared to cycle 2 (Fig. 5.8).  

 

The residual strain indicates how an ECM protein network recovers to the displacement 

prescribed, with FN being more extensible, or able to successfully recover after loading, when 

compared to type I collagen, FBN2, and proteoglycans visualized with WGA (Fig. 5.8). The lower 

residual strain on FN could be related to its biological numerous functions, such as interacting with 

other ECM proteins and functioning as as a medium for force transmission, influencing the 

assembly of other ECM proteins, and acting a lubricant for shear37,157. Further, this can be related 

to the measured extensibility of FN when others have tested single fibers, showing these soft fibers 

are capable of full recovery of material properties after deformation (~700% strain)111,136,158. 

However, the reported mechanical behavior for FN varies depending on the isolation and testing 

protocols the fibers were evaluated under. Further, FN fibers could have a different mechanical 

 

Figure 5.8. Calculated prescribed (a) and residual (b) strain over 2 loading cycles corresponding to ECM protein 
networks for different locations along tendons averaged across biological replicates (n=3; bars = S.D; (*0.0021 < p 

≤ 0.0332; **0.0002 < p ≤ 0.0021, ***0.0002<p≤ 0.0001) and a representative overlay of ColI and FBN2 before, 
during (a) or after (b) load. 
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behavior in situ while interacting with other components of the microenvironment. The overlays 

of the reference z-stack and the z-stack after the second loading cycle, show residual strain given 

that the networks before and after loading do not completely overlap (Fig. 5.8). The residual strain 

could be an indicator of plastic deformation since networks are not able to successfully return to 

their pre-stressed state. The tissue might have been loaded beyond physiological strain in order to 

achieve a network strain of 0.1, leading to this deformed state.  

 To investigate ECM strain and record force measurements during tensile testing, we 

successfully adapted the FemtoTools micro-robotic system to an upright confocal. The adaptation 

and set-up were facilitated with the use of a custom-made platform to match the height of the 

FemtoTools system to that of the microscope stage. Testing time is critical when studying 

viscoelastic tissues. During imaging, the decellularized E16.5 tendon showed stress relaxation, 

indicated by the exponential decay in the recorded force, when held in tension. Successfully 

adapting our micromanipulator + 3D-printed spring system for compatibility with an upright 

confocal allowed the visualization of FBN2 and WGA (not pictured) networks during tensile 

testing (Fig. 5.9). 

  

 

Figure 5.9. Force – time curve recorded during 2 cycles of uniaxial loading of a decellularized E16.5 TA tendon 
immunostained to visualize FBN2 during testing. b. FBN2 networks in the reference (blue) and deformed 

(magenta) configurations for cycles 1 & 2 (bar =100 µm). 
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 Investigating the ultrastructure with TEM allowed the quantification of fibril diameter in 

embryonic (E18.5) and postnatal (P3) tendons. Biological replicates showed the variability within 

samples when the fibril diameter distribution was plotted (Fig. 5.10). The average type I collagen 

fibril diameter in P3 tendons was 47.5 ± 1.7 nm, while 39.9 ± 0.7 for fibrils in E18.5 tendons. The 

average and standard deviation were calculated over 3 biological replicates, along with 3 technical 

replicates for each. Technical replicates show the variability of distribution within one tendon 

sample (Fig. 5.10, 5.11). A t-test showed significant differences between in the mean fibril 

diameter between two time-points. Collagen fibril diameter may indirectly affect mechanics 

(stiffer tendon) due to fibril-fibril interactions or fibril-non-fibrillar matrix interactions. Similar 

analyses on embryonic mouse tail found a mean fibril diameter of 35.4 ± 0.2 nm at E15.5 and 46.5 

± 1.1 at P0159. Our results for E18.5 align with those previously published since both the mean 

fibril diameter value and the stage of development are in between E15.5 and P0.  

5.5 Discussion 

 The results presented here demonstrate the potential for our method to resolve ECM 

deformation and strain in situ and characterizing ECM networks through confocal microscopy of 

immunostained embryonic tendons. Using embryonic tissues as a model system makes it easier to 

visualize and manipulate ECM networks while in their native configuration. Embryonic tissues are 

ideal model systems because the ECM architecture is less dense compared to most adult tissues, 

especially connective tissues that tend to be comprised of mostly ECM networks and low cellular 

content, with individual networks that are difficult to extract. Image processing was used to obtain 

ECM network strain in the direction of load, as others have often used along with fiducial 

markers132,160. Mechanical testing systems have often been coupled to other instruments to 

visualize ECM deformation as a result of tissue load71,74,161. However, in situ characterization of 

ECM networks oftentimes only looks at one protein or makes assumptions on the ECM content of 

the tissue (i.e. tendons are mostly made up of type I collagen so mesoscale analyses only considers 

these fibrils)74,162. By investigating multiple discrete ECM components, we are able to gather 

information and better inform future tensile testing; for instance, how applied tissue displacement 

translates to ECM strain. Despite some limitations, these studies provide the foundation for the in 

situ characterization of the cellular microenvironment.  
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Dissecting embryonic tendons successfully is an important first step to enhance 

repeatability of mechanical testing. Although the TA runs anterior to the foot and can be easily 

located under a dissecting scope, care has to be given to avoid tissue damage during dissection. 

An important consideration is keeping a hold of the hindlimb while removing the skin and 

connective tissue. If the hindlimb is not properly secure, the TA can be pinched or torn from the 

insertions. Using fine tweezers provided more control to remove connective tissue keeping the 

 

Figure 5.10. TEM image analysis and type I collagen fibril diameter results in P3 tendons. a. Representative type I 
collagen fibrils acquired at 68,000× (bar=100 nm). b. Binarization of the image in (a) using thresholding in FIJI. c. 

Ellipses fitted to the fibrils in (a) to quantify fibril diameter. d. Distribution of fibril diameter for each sample across 
technical replicates (n=3; bars= S.D). e. Overview of fibril bundles acquired at 6,800× (bar = 1µm). 
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tendon attached to the foot. The 11-blade provided a flat surface to insert under the tendon to 

separate it from the foot, as well as the tibialis anterior muscle from the bone in order to keep it 

intact. The size of the insertion was adjusted keeping in mind the size of the PET frame and 

allowing enough tissue for the glue to interface to keep the tendon secure. The amount of glue and 

the size of the insertions is qualitatively determined (i.e. performed manually according to visual 

inspection), which can lead to sample disruption by the surrounding glue when not performed 

properly. Therefore, it is important to inspect the sample soon after it is placed in a high volume 

of chilled PBS to remove any slight amount of glue that might have gotten on the surface of the 

tendon. 

 Decellularization was performed to enhance ECM visualization and retain independent 

networks. Previous work showed the structure of FN and FBN2 within control tissue could not be 

visualized beyond the surface (Fig. 2.2)115. Initial decellularization experiments of embryonic and 

postnatal tendons showed similar results when staining with WGA; proteoglycans could not be 

visualized in embryonic tendons a few microns past the surface. Proteoglycans serve several 

functions including to modulate collagen fibril diameter during fibrillogenesis, and cooperate with 

growth factors to regulate cell proliferation125. Treatment with SDS has been confirmed to not 

interfere with the spatial organization of the ECM. Cryosectioning of control E14.5 forelimbs 

showed similar fibrils to those imaged in decellularized limbs (Fig. 2.9), indicating the architecture 

visualized was likely not an artifact of decellularization115. Previously, an interpenetrating 

hydrogel network was used for support while keeping the ECM intact when decellularized E12.5 

and E14.5 embryos and tissues. As expected, at later developmental stages, the stabilization of the 

geometry using the hydrogel appears to be unnecessary. Nonetheless, detergents may disrupt these 

fibrillar structures if delicate embryonic samples are decellularized for too long. The presence of 

a polyacrylamide framework would have likely influenced ECM deformation and increase the 

overall rigidity of the embryonic tissues, thus interfering with the characterization of ECM network 

mechanical properties. Similarly, to avoid increasing intrafibrillar crosslinking, the tissues were 

not fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) prior to immunostaining. Therefore, all imaging and 

tensile testing was conducted immediately after. However, future work towards understanding how 

decellularizing with low concentrations of SDS might affect the ECM in developing tissues is 

needed. Preliminary proteomic analysis of E14.5 control and decellularized skin showed a 

decrease in the relative amounts of proteins such as type I collagen and FN (Appendix B). Thus, 
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a comprehensive analysis of the relative amounts in control and decellularized tissues needs to be 

conducted. Additionally, further ultrastructure analysis could also inform how decellularization 

affects type I collagen fibril diameter and area. 

 

 To enhance ECM visualization in postnatal tissues, different SDS concentrations and 

protease inhibitors were tested. Successful decellularization of postnatal tendon was determined 

based on visualization of independent ECM networks (e.g. FBN2, proteoglycans) and by the 

observed increase in tissue transparency (Appendix B). Staining for nucleic acids (DAPI) 

indicated that tissues were not fully decellularized; nevertheless, the ability to resolve ECM 

 

Figure 5.11. Ultrastructure of E18.5 tendons. a. Overview acquired at 2,550× (bar=5µm). b. Fibril bundles imaged 
at 9,900× (bar=1µm). c. Representative type I collagen fibrils acquired at 68,000× for diameter quantification 
(bar=200 nm). d. Distribution of fibril diameter for each sample across technical replicates (n=3; bar=S.D.). 
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architecture was greatly enhanced even with the presence of residual DNA (Fig. 5.12). The 

presence of DNA chains may influence mechanics and may be avoided in the future by 

incorporating enzymatic methods to the  decellularization treatment such as DNase to help remove 

nucleotides after cell lysis81,163. Despite becoming denser, the optimal decellularization protocol 

for postnatal tendons used the same concentration (0.05%) and protease inhibitors as used on 

tissues earlier developmental stages only for a greater time period. The proteoglycan network 

imaged by staining with WGA appears to be denser than in embryonic tendons, as others have 

shown for postnatal development125. Additional optimization might be needed given that FN could 

not be resolved, potentially due to antibody penetration in these denser samples. FN is known to 

be a part of the tendon ECM, prevalent within the interfibrillar space, acting to maintain ECM 

assembly31,65. Consequently, a more stringent decellularization process might be needed to 

visualize FN without disrupting other ECM components we are also interested in characterizing 

(e.g. FBN2) and that contribute to the mechanics of the microenvironment. Visualizing the ECM 

in postnatal tissues is of interest to eventually investigate how the ECM architecture changes as a 

function of development. To study ECM network mechanics, E16.5 TA is therefore the ideal 

model system given its sparser network and better ECM visualization past the surface. 

Additionally, the smaller dimensions at this earlier timepoint allows for a shorter imaging time. 

We expect to be able to extrapolate these results and relate them back to the ECM of adult, 

bypassing the need to visualize and experimentally manipulate much denser and larger tissues.  

 The homogenous geometry of the TA made it possible to load under physiologically 

relevant conditions. In immunostained E16.5 tendons, we can visualize the distribution and 

architecture of type I collagen, FN, FBN2, and proteoglycans. In immunostained E16.5 tendons 

we visualize a waviness to type I collagen fibers, (Fig. 5.2, 5.4) that straightens out as the fibers 

are under tension. Others have reported the observed wavy pattern in unstrained tendons and a 

similar phenomenon when looking at adult tendons with multiphoton microscopy, as strain causes 

the straightening and alignment of individual collagen molecules in the fiber54,64,164. During the 

initial 100 micrometers of stretching, no change in the collagen periodicity was observed, 

potentially due to the tendon being slightly compressed or bent in the initial state, which had to be 

straightened before stress was applied to the fibers. These initial experiments inform the amount 

of displacement that is appropriate to impose when looking to apply physiologically relevant 

strains to the ECM networks (~15%) and understanding the relationship between macroscopic 
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displacement and ECM network strain. Given high error obtained with FIDVC for uniaxial loading 

of these networks, generating fiducial markers enable the calculation of network strain, under the 

assumption that a great majority of the displacement occurs in the direction of load. Since the TA 

has the appropriate aspect ratio for uniaxial loading, we do not expect significant transverse strains. 

We do see the sample slightly decrease in their transverse dimension, as part of the Poisson effect. 

 

  Using a translating stage and photobleached lines we observed a discrepancy between in 

situ matrix stain and grip-to-grip strain (i.e. prescribed macroscopic displacement) such that 

calculated matrix strain was <30%, similar to what others have reported165. This could be a 

consequence of the limitations of our system or tearing along the glued interface between the 

 

Figure 5.12. Confocal imaging of ECM networks in P3 tendons after decellularization  by gentle rocking in a 0.05% 
and 1× PI solution for 7 days. Images acquired at 10×W.  
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insertions and the PET frame. Additionally, attainment of target strain was determined via visual 

inspection using the Live feature, or the real time image shown via a quick scan, in the Zen software, 

which could have also led to greater ECM network strain than intended to. Further, the use of the 

differential adjuster for the application of stretch in fine (i.e. 20) coarse (i.e. 500) 

micrometers/rotation is also subject to error by the user. While the calculated strain values are 

within what is physiological20, the plastic deformation could come from the fact that they were 

held at this displacement during the length of the z-stack acquisition period. Perhaps greater 

recovery would be observed if these viscoelastic tissues were loaded at a more controlled strain 

rate and held in tension for less time. Under tension, we observed an increase in the curvature of 

photobleached lines, originally completely perpendicular (Fig. 5.6, 5.8). Others have quantified 

this deflection and attributed to in situ fiber sliding (i.e. deformation of interfibrillar structure) 

when uniaxially loading tendon fascicles74. The nonlinear mechanical behavior of tendon is 

thought to include the relative sliding of the subunits across scales, in addition to molecule, fibril, 

and fiber deformation160. The calculated residual strain could potentially relate to this non-

recoverable sliding since others have shown a partial recovery in sliding might indicate tendon 

damage initiates at the interfibrillar structures74. Future quantification of the maximum horizontal 

distance between two pixels along each photobleached line would be needed to better understand 

how fiber sliding relates to ECM strain in decellularized embryonic tendons165.  

 The modular, high-precision micro-manipulator system we adapted has the ability to 

resolve forces and displacements relevant to the characterization of ECM network mechanics. 

With a displacement sensing range of 5 nm – 26 mm, we are able to apply precise displacements 

while recording force measurements ranging from 5 nN – 100 mN. To ultimately characterize 

these discrete ECM components, force recording is critical to build the equations and material 

parameters that describe their mechanical behavior. Our system allows mechanical testing while 

keeping the boundary conditions intact at the macro and mesoscale–critical for in situ 

characterization. As stress relaxation is expected to occur in a viscoelastic tissue such as tendon, 

imaging protocols will need to be optimized, since the ECM networks might also undergo stress 

relaxation165. Imaging time of high-resolution z-stacks increases depending on the number of 

channels acquired and voxel size. Imaging time should be minimized without compromising 

appropriate resolution for multiple ECM protein networks, particularly in the z-direction where 

the diameter of the fibers should be smaller than the z-step for acquisition to avoid missing 
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information on network geometry. Minimizing imaging time could help reduce the effects of stress 

relaxation. Quantifying the force relaxation as a function of the force measured is also a needed 

next step by acquiring z-stacks before and after each relaxation cycle to investigate how much 

each ECM network is relaxing during any given imaging time. This additional information would 

also help define the optimal sub-region dimensions by better understanding the viscoelastic 

response. Despite some limitations in data acquisition and analysis, our method provides a first 

step towards characterizing the material behavior of native ECM networks. By combining the 

acquired data from mesoscale and macroscale testing, constitutive equations and material 

parameters that describe the mechanical behavior of ECM networks in situ can then be identified. 

Quantifying the material properties of the native ECM will provide design parameters for 

physiologically relevant scaffolds that can direct cell behavior in vitro and in vivo, having a 

profound impact in mechanobiology and regenerative medicine.  
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 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The goals of this dissertation were to develop experimental and computational methodologies 

to investigate the 3D organization and mechanical behavior of extracellular matrix (ECM) 

networks in situ in order to establish guidelines for microenvironments that facilitate tissue 

assembly. While significant efforts have been previously made in understanding the role of the 

ECM in disease progression and tissue formation, there remained an opportunity to explore the 3D 

organization and material behavior of ECM networks in their native conformation or in situ. In 

the completion of this work, we enhanced visualization of ECM networks during embryonic 

and postnatal development. We developed experimental and computation methods to quantify 

tissue-dependent ECM network strain, serving as proof-of-concept for the integration of 

confocal microscopy and digital volume correlation for the study of the embryonic ECM. We 

established modular mechanical testing systems to evaluate embryonic and postnatal tendon 

mechanics, as well as the mechanical behavior of soft biomaterials. Further, we investigated 

the ultrastructure to further understand the ECM and tendon mechanics as a function of 

development.  

These methodologies and studies set the foundation for further investigations of tissue 

assembly and ECM network mechanics. A modular mechanical system allows the multiscale 

interrogation of a variety of biological questions that investigate the complexity and 

heterogeneity of tissues and their ECM. For instance, ECM network mechanics could be 

interrogated in embryonic tendons from a mouse model of osteogenesis imperfecta (Col1a2-

/-) to understand how a homotrimer collagen molecule impacts the ECM at the network and 

tissue scales. Additionally, the effect of tissue decellularization on ECM composition and 

ultrastructure needs to be investigated. Thorough proteomic analyses comparing fresh and 

decellularized tissues will need to be conducted for each developmental timepoint and tissue 

of interest. The influence of detergents could vary depending on the tissue type and 

dimensions. Further, criteria could be developed to determine when the incorporation of an 

interpenetrating network is needed to maintain tissue integrity in order to streamline the 

adaptation of the method for other tissues and investigations. This work serves as the 

foundation for establishing mechanical guidelines for microenvironments that facilitate functional 

tissue assembly and better recapitulating microenvironments found in vivo. Quantifying how the 
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material properties of the ECM change during growth and remodeling will have a profound impact 

in mechanobiology and regenerative medicine.  
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APPENDIX A. SUPPLEMENT TO CHAPTER 4 

 

 

Figure A.1. SolidWorks assembly and finite element model simulations (mesh element size: 125 µm). A. Fixtures 
for B and C – fixed geometry (green), roller/slider (blue); and external load of 400 µN (pink). D. Fixtures for E and 

F – fixed geometry (green), and external load of 400 µN (pink). B, E. Displacement results from simulations ran 
using the elastic modulus for M2R-CL polymer provided by the manufacturer. Material properties – Young's 

modulus: 1750 MPa, shear modulus: 625 MPa, Poisson's ratio: 0.4, yield strength: 3.5 MPa, mass density: 1160 
kg/m3, tensile Strength: 40 MPa. C, F. Displacement results from simulations ran using the elastic modulus  

obtained from empirical force-displacement data to calculate the stiffness of the M2R-CL 3D-printed spring. 
Material properties – Young's modulus: 20 MPa, shear modulus: 7.2 MPa, Poisson's ratio: 0.4, yield strength: 0.04 

MPa, mass density: 1160 kg/m3,  tensile strength: 40MPa. 
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APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENT TO CHAPTER 5  

 

Figure B.1. Preliminary proteomic analysis of E14.5 control and decellularized skin showed a significant decrease 
in the relative amounts of ECM proteins, when comparing the label-free quantification (LFQ) intensity. GraphPad 
Prism was used to perform an unpaired t-test for protein control and decellularized group (n=3; bars=S.D.; *0.0021 

< p ≤ 0.0332; **0.0002 < p ≤ 0.0021, ***0.0002<p≤ 0.0001, **** p<0.0001). 
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Figure B.2. Decellularization of postnatal (P3) tendons with different treatments. a. Representative 
confocal images of treated tendons after immunostaining showing WGA (green), fibrillin-2 (white), 

and DAPI (blue). All images were acquired at 10×. b. Dissecting microscope images of control 
(freshly harvested) and treated tendons showing an increase in tissue transparency. 
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